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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 OVERVIEW OF THE MANUAL

This manual is written specifically for personnel who are responsible for creating and
maintaining customized application software for the Microlok II system. The manual is
organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 provides information concerning the Microlok II development system and the
general process used to create, compile, and upload application programs. This section also
provides an overview of the structure of a Microlok II application and the guidelines that
must be observed when creating one.

• Chapter 3 provides a detailed description of the process used to create a Microlok II
application program.

• Chapter 4 discusses the use of the Microlok II logic compiler.

• Chapter 5 discusses the procedure for uploading an application program to the Microlok II
system using the Microlok II Maintenance Tools program and a laptop personal computer.

• Chapter 6 discusses the processes used by the Microlok II CPU when executing an
application program.

• Appendix A contains a listing of reserved words associated with the Microlok II compiler.

• Appendix B contains a sample program. This program gives examples of many commonly
used features of a wayside application program.

For reference, related Microlok II system manuals include:

• SM-6800A - Microlok II System Description

• SM-6800B - Microlok II System Hardware Installation

• SM-6800C - Microlok II System Startup, Troubleshooting, and Maintenance

Other manuals that provide information on related US&S systems include:

• SM-6700A - Genisys-2000 Multi-Purpose Non-vital Control/Communications System
(Application Logic Programming)

• SM-6470A - MicroTrax Coded Track Circuit System Application Logic Programming

• SM-6470B - MicroTrax Coded Track Circuit System Hardware Installation and
Configuration

• SM-6700B - Genisys-2000 Multi-Purpose Non-vital Control/Communications System
Hardware Installation and Configuration
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This manual is divided into chapters, each of which stands alone in the presentation of the subject
matter. Thus, any chapter can be used as a quick reference to the information indicated by the
section title; however, the chapters are also organized to provide a logical learning sequence. To
gain an overall understanding of the recommended process for creating application programs for
the Microlok II system, read the chapters in the order presented.

1.2 R.A.I.L. TEAM AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT

The Rapid Action Information Link (R.A.I.L.) team was created in
1996 to serve the technical needs of current and potential US&S

customers. Convenient 24-hour access and a rapid resolution to
customer problems are the trademarks of this organization. The
R.A.I.L. Team, which is staffed primarily by US&S product and
application engineers, is ready to assist and resolve any technical
issues concerning the Microlok II system or any other US&S
product.

Any questions regarding the contents of this service manual should
be directed to the R.A.I.L. Team by telephone at 1-800-652-7276 or
through Internet E-mail at railteam@switch.com.
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2. APPLICATION PROGRAMMING TOOLS AND PROCESS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This section provides an introduction to the Microlok II application program and the tools and
processes used to create one. Topics covered in this chapter include:

• Configuration and use of the Microlok II development system.

• The basic structure of a Microlok II application program.

• Programming enhancements designed into the Microlok II application program structure.

• Guidelines and conventions for creating an application program.

2.2 INSTALLING THE MICROLOK II DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

The MICROLOK II Maintenance Tool is provided on two 3.5” floppy disks.

To begin the installation program, place the first disk in an appropriate drive. Press the Start
button, and then click on Run.

If you place the disk in drive A:, enter the command: “A:\setup” in the Open: line of the Run
window. Then, press the OK button.

Continue to follow the detailed directions provided on your computer’s screen by the installation
program. You will be asked to confirm or change the directory where the Maintenance Tool will
be installed. We recommend you accept the default: C:\Program Files\US&S\MLK2 directory.

You will be prompted when the installation program needs disk 2. Upon completion of the
installation you will be prompted to restart your computer. Remove disk 2 and accept the restart.
The installation program will create a Union Switch & Signal program group on the Programs
menu.
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2.3 USING THE MICROLOK II DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

The Microlok II development system contains the tools necessary to develop and compile an
application logic program, debug the program, and upload the application program to the
Microlok II system hardware. The development system also contains the tools required for field
installation, system configuration, monitoring, maintenance, and troubleshooting.

There are three main components of the prototype Microlok II development system:

• The text editor is used to create the application source file using a predefined file structure.
Any DOS or Windows-based text editor application can be used for this purpose. (If you use
a Windows-based text editor the file must be saved as “text only.”)

• The logic compiler is a PC-based tool that checks the application source file for errors and
then generates the appropriate application file for transfer to the Microlok II CPU board flash
EPROMs. The compiler also generates error and program listings, symbol table information,
and installation information. This program is a 32-bit Windows 95 application that runs in a
DOS window.

• TheMicrolok II Maintenance Tools program is a PC-based application that is used to upload
an application program to the Microlok II system, configure the Microlok II unit during
system commissioning, obtain system status and historical information from the system log,
user log, and error log, and debug the application logic by displaying logic states as the
program executes. The Tools program is typically loaded on a laptop PC. The PC is in turn
connected by an RS-232 serial connection to the Microlok II CPU board diagnostic port.
Chapter 4 of service manual SM-6800C details the use of the Microlok II Maintenance Tools.

The general process for developing and implementing a Microlok II application is illustrated in
the figure below:
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1. An application engineer reviews the planned Microlok II application and identifies specific
system requirements such as the Microlok II circuit boards to be used, system interconnects,
vital and non-vital I/O requirements, and all required interlocking logic.

2. The Microlok II system programmer creates a unique application source file based on the
system requirements specified by the application engineer. The programmer uses a standard
text editor to create the source file. The source file is given a file name extension of .ML2.
Section 2.3 provides an overview of the application source file structure. Chapter 3 details
this step in the overall process.

3. The completed application source file is then processed by the Microlok II logic compiler.
The compiler reads the source file and verifies that the content of the file follows the
prescribed format and conventions. The compiler produces an application file (.MLP file
extension) and a listing file (.MLL extension) that contains a summary of the application
program, as well as any errors detected in the source file. Chapter 4 of this manual covers the
operation of the Microlok II logic compiler.

4. Based on the severity and types of errors detected by the compiler, the application source file
may need to be corrected using the text editor and run through the compiler again. Steps 2 - 3
are repeated until the compiler produces an acceptable application file.

5. The compiled application file is transferred to a laptop computer and then uploaded to the
appropriate Microlok II installation during system startup. The Microlok II Maintenance
Tools program is used to do this.

6. If the proper switch is set in the first line of the application program (see section 4.3), the
compiler will also generate a debug symbol file with the extension .MLD. This file can then be
accessed by the Maintenance Tools program.

2.4 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MICROLOK AND MICROLOK II

While Microlok II is patterned after the original Microlok, some functional differences do exist.
The following is a discussion of the differences between Microlok and Microlok II.

In the original Microlok, when a timer bit was assigned a value that required the starting of a
timer, the start of that timer was immediate, and the expiration of that timer was permitted to
happen when it actually expired. The following demonstrates how the original Microlok
implemented timers:

1. Logic executes and assigns a 1 to the bit named X, and X has a set delay of 500 milliseconds.
At that point in time, a 500ms timer is started.

2. Microlok continues to execute other logic.

3. The 500ms timer started in step #1 expires, and X is assigned a 1, and any other logic
dependent on X is also triggered.
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In the above example, the amount of time required to complete step #2 is dependent upon system
loading and the amount of logic triggered. If step #2 only required 100 ms, the system would
have become stable after step #2, and the outputs would have been delivered. Approximately 400
ms later, the timer would expire and assign a 1 to X. If the amount of time required to complete
step #2 exceeded 500 ms, the system would not have become stable, and the output would not
have been delivered before X was assigned a 1.

In Microlok II, the implementation of timers was changed so that a timer cannot expire within the
same logic cycle in which it was started. In the above example, regardless of the amount of time
required to complete step #2, timer X will not be permitted to expire until the system has become
stable.

2.5 GUIDELINES FOR CREATING AN APPLICATION PROGRAM

The following subsections provide guidelines and conventions that must be observed when
creating a Microlok II application source file.

2.5.1 Text File Notation

Microlok II programs are free format and are not case sensitive. Comments, which is text
ignored by the compiler, begin with a ‘%’ and end with a ‘\’. Single line comments may be
identified with ‘//’. Additionally, comments may be delimited with /* and */ .

The term <bit> is used to represent a single application logic Boolean bit. The user specified
name consists of numbers and letters. While a name may begin with a number, it must contain at
least one letter. For example: flash, 1TK, NWZ.

The term <bit list> is used to represent a list of Boolean bits. Each bit name is separated by a
comma. The bit list may contain from 1 to the maximum allowable number of bits.

A term enclosed in brackets < > is meant to represent a special type of user defined bit. For
example, in the segment MICROLOK_II PROGRAM <program name>;, the term <program name>

follows the same rules as a <bit>, but the item also has a special meaning, that being the program
name.

2.5.2 Definitions

Some conventions are used in this document in the definition of the application language for
Microlok II. These are:

• All text in this font represents Microlok II program statements.

• <name> is a user supplied program value. The valid values are explained near the definition.

• Id names can contain letters or numerals. They may start with a numeral but must contain at
least one letter.

• <bit list> is a comma-separated list of valid id names that refer to Boolean bits.

• <variable list> is a comma separated list of valid id names that refer to numeric variables.
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• Brackets [ ] are used to enclose optional parts of program statements. The brackets
themselves are not part of the program.

• Structures such as [bill] | [george] indicate that either bill or george can be placed in
this location in the program statement.

• Structures like [rodger] ... indicate that rodger can be repeated as many times as is
necessary at that point in the program.

2.5.3 Reserved Words

Reserved words are alphanumeric phrases of up to 16 characters that have a special meaning to
the Microlok II compiler. As such, you cannot use reserved words as variables.

This manual’s Appendix A lists all of the compiler’s reserved words.

2.5.4 I/O Board Designations

The purpose of this section is to define the relationships between the I/O boards specified in the
user’s application logic program and the board references specified by the Microlok II system.
Specifically, when an error is logged, how is the error referenced back to the application logic
program? Or when the user displays on the CPU board are active, how do the displays relate
back to the actual program and the physical cardfile?
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The following program example will be used to describe the cross-referencing of I/O boards to
the application program:

Interface
Local

Board: relayin
Type: IN16

[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED]ENABLE:<FLAG>
input: RI1, RI2, RI3, RI4, RI5, RI6, RI7, RI8,

RI9, RI10, RI11, RI12, RI13, RI14, RI15, RI16;

Board: lampout
Type: LAMP16

[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED][[16|18|24|25|36]WATT][MODE [0|1]]
Output: L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7, L8,

L9, L10, L11, L12, L13, L14, L15, L16;

Board: relayin2
Type: IN16

[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED]ENABLE:<FLAG>
input: RI1, RI2, RI3, RI4, RI5, RI6, RI7, RI8,

RI9, RI10, RI11, RI12, RI13, RI14, RI15, RI16;
Board: nonvital

Type: NV.IN32.OUT32
[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED]ENABLE:<FLAG>

NV.Output: NVO1, NVO2, NVO3, NVO4, NVO5, NVO6, NVO7, NVO8,
NVO9, NVO10, NVO11, NVO12, NVO13, NVO14, NVO15, NVO16,
NVO17, NVO18, NVO19, NVO20, NVO21, NVO22, NVO23, NVO24,
NVO25, NVO26, NVO27, NVO28, NVO29, NVO30, NVO31, NVO32;

NV.Input: NVI1, NVI2, NVI3, NVI4, NVI5, NVI6, NVI7, NVI8,
NVI9, NVI10, NVI11, NVI12, NVI13, NVI14, NVI15, NVI16,
NVI17, NVI18, NVI19, NVI20, NVI21, NVI22, NVI23, NVI24,
NVI25, NVI26, NVI27, NVI28, NVI29, NVI30, NVI31, NVI32;

Board: relayout
Type: OUT16

[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED]ENABLE:<FLAG>
Output: RO1, RO2, RO3, RO4, RO5, RO6, RO7, RO8,

RO9, RO10, RO11, RO12, RO13, RO14, RO15, RO16;

Board: noniso
Type: CODER.OUT

[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED]ENABLE:<FLAG>
Output: NIO1, NIO2, NIO3, NIO4;

In this example, six different physical I/O boards are defined: two standard vital input boards, a
lamp driver board, a non-vital I/O board, a vital output board, and a coder output board. Each
identified I/O board has a number and/or a name associated with it. The number or name is
defined by the user and is a reference for the user; however, the executive software must be able
to uniquely identify a board, and the user must be able to determine which specific board is being
referenced.
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The following table summarizes the I/O for the example on the previous page:

Logical
Position

User Defined
Name Type

Bus Address
Offset

1 relayin IN16 0 (8 bit)

2 lampout LAMP16 512 (16 bit)

3 relayin2 IN16 32 (8 bit)

4 nonvital NV.IN32.OUT32 64 (8 bit)

5 relayout OUT16 96 (8 bit)

6 noniso CODER.OUT 128 (8 bit)

The physical slot is not fixed. Most boards may be moved around within the cardfile. The bus
address is defined by the settings of the jumpers in the top connector on the I/O board; therefore,
the board can be moved to various places within the card file as long as the jumpers are properly
set.

In order to maintain consistency, all various aspects of the system must identify the I/O boards in
a uniform manner. The user display, error and warning logs, events logs, configuration manager
and the PC debug link must all use the same reference for an I/O card.

All references to a board are made using the logical position number. The first in16 board
(relayin) will be referred to as board #1. The second in16 board (relayin2) will be referred to as
board #3. The numbers are used by the system, but all references to the user will be by the user-
defined name.

For example, if input errors are logged on both of the first inputs on the two in16 boards, the error
numbers will be expressed as:

Input Error on input bit #1 on relayin, and
Input Error on input bit #1 on relayin2

If user menu display options exist for the input boards, they would also be identified using the
board names.

WARNING

THERE IS A REMOTE POSSIBILITY THAT A PROGRAM WRITTEN FOR ONE
LOCATION MAY FUNCTION AT ANOTHER LOCATION. UNION SWITCH AND SIGNAL
STRONGLY RECOMMENDS THAT THE PROGRAMMER WRITE THE APPLICATION
PROGRAM IN SUCH A WAY AS TO ELIMINATE EVEN THIS REMOTE POSSIBILITY.
THERE ARE SEVERAL TECHNIQUES FOR DOING THIS, BUT ALL INVOLVE
CORRECTLY STRUCTURING THE APPLICATION SOFTWARE. CONTACT US&S FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION.
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3. CREATING A MICROLOK II APPLICATION SOURCE FILE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This section provides a comprehensive procedure for creating a Microlok II application source
file using a standard Windows-based text editor. (If you use a text editor other than DOS, be sure
to save the output file as “text only.”) This section details the basic structure and requirements of
the program as well as all of the optional features available to the programmer.

See chapter 2 for the rules and conventions to be used when creating a Microlok II application
source file.

3.2 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

WARNING

THERE IS A REMOTE POSSIBILITY THAT A PROGRAM WRITTEN FOR ONE
LOCATION MAY FUNCTION AT ANOTHER LOCATION. UNION SWITCH AND SIGNAL
STRONGLY RECOMMENDS THAT THE PROGRAMMER WRITE THE APPLICATION
PROGRAM IN SUCH A WAY AS TO ELIMINATE EVEN THIS REMOTE POSSIBILITY.
THERE ARE SEVERAL TECHNIQUES FOR DOING THIS, BUT ALL INVOLVE
CORRECTLY STRUCTURING THE APPLICATION SOFTWARE. CONTACT US&S FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION.

The program consists of several major sections that are ordered in the source as they are defined
below. A high level view of a Microlok II program looks like:

[PRAGMA <compiler option string>]

[MICROLOK_II] PROGRAM <name>;

INTERFACE

<interface definitions>

[BOOLEAN BITS <bit list>;]

[NV.BOOLEAN BITS <bit list>;]

[NUMERIC VARIABLES <variable list>;]

[NV.NUMERIC VARIABLES <variable list>;]

[ATTRIBUTES

<numeric attribute lists>]

[TIMER BITS
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<Timer Bit Lists>]

[CODED OUTPUTS

<Toggle Statements>]

[LOG

<Items to log>]

[CONSTANTS

<Constant definitions>]

[ARRAYS

<Array definitions>]

[CONFIGURATION

<Configurations>]

LOGIC BEGIN

<Boolean statements>

END LOGIC

[TABLES BEGIN

<Table definitions>

END TABLES]

[NUMERIC BEGIN

<Numeric blocks>

END NUMERIC]

END PROGRAM

3.3 PRAGMA – COMPILER SWITCHES

Compiler command line switches can be overridden in the program source code by the use of the
PRAGMA statement. It has the form:

PRAGMA <quoted options string>;

The <quoted options string> can contain any compiler switches as they would have been entered
on the command line. In the case of conflicts with switches on the command line, these take
precedence.

For more information about compiler command line switches, see Section 4.3.
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3.4 PROGRAM TITLE

Every Microlok II program must begin with the title block and <name>. The <name> is a
standard identifier, and is placed into the EPROM for a reference. The program name can be up
to 63 characters long; it must contain at least one letter, and it cannot contain spaces or semi-
colons. Also, it cannot be as reserved word.

MICROLOK_II PROGRAM <name>;

3.5 INTERFACE SECTION

The interface section of the program looks like this:

INTERFACE

[LOCAL

<Local I/O Definitions>]

[COMM

<Link Definitions>]

The interface section defines all of the local and serial I/O for the Microlok II card file. The
interface section is required and must begin with the keyword INTERFACE. There are 2 different
sub-sections within the interface section: LOCAL and COMM. The local section specifies the
physical I/O installed in the card file, and the Comm sub-section specifies the serial and shared
ram links defined. Only one of the sub-sections is required, but if both are specified, LOCAL must
be before COMM.

In any of the <bit list> in this section, the keyword SPARE is used as a place holder for bit
positions on I/O cards or Serial Links that are not being used.

3.5.1 Local I/O Definition

This card definition looks like:

BOARD: <board name>

[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] ENABLE: <flag>

TYPE: <board type>

<board specific definitions>

The board name can be up to 63 characters long; it must contain at least one letter, and it cannot
contain spaces or semi-colons. Also, it cannot be as reserved word.

In the LOCAL subsection of the INTERFACE section, the physical I/O cards are defined.
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Every card definition has a BOARD keyword, a TYPE specification, an ENABLE flag and a board
specific definition. <board type> is one of the valid board types for Microlok II defined below.

<flag> specifies the enable as a 1 or 0. It can be specified as either ADJUSTABLE during
configuration or FIXED. If neither ADJUSTABLE nor FIXED are specified for ENABLE, a default of
FIXED is used.

If the board is defined as “fixed,” it must be installed in the cardfile. If a board is defined as
“adjustable,” it gives the user in the field the option of installing the board or not. When the
Microlok II unit is installed in the field, it must be configured. During the configuration
procedure, the user will define to Microlok II which of the adjustable boards are actually going to
be installed in the system.

If the board is defined as FIXED with ENABLE set to 0, the compiler will generate a warning.
Enabling a board effectively turns it on. Unless a board is enabled in software or during
configuration, it is ignored by the CPU.

The board specific definitions consist of input or output specifiers followed by a <bit list>

which is a comma separated list of valid bit names. Bit names can be up to 63 characters long;
they must contain at least one letter, and they cannot contain spaces or semi-colons. Also, they
cannot be as reserved word.

The card cage imposes a physical limit of 16 I/O cards maximum. The application can define at
most 32 I/O boards. Thus, no more than 16 I/O cards could be enabled in any single
configuration.

Different types of I/O cards are placed in different address spaces, or address classes. There is a
limit of 16 I/O cards that can be defined in any address class. The compiler assigns addresses by
class in the order of definition of the board. The relationship between board type and address
class is:
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Board Type Address Class

OUT16 8 Bit VPA

IN16 8 Bit VPA

LAMP16 16 Bit VPA

NV.IN32.OUT32 8 Bit VPA

TRX.TRACK 8 Bit VPA

CODER.OUT 8 Bit VPA

E.TRACK ASMA

IN8.OUT8 8 Bit VPA

NVB.OUT12 8 Bit VPA

NV.OUT32 8 Bit VPA

NV.IN32 8 Bit VPA

NV.IN32.OUT16 8 Bit VPA

For every I/O board defined, the compiler creates two bits based on the board’s name. These are:

<board name>.ENABLED (Read only)

<board name>.SELECTIVE.SHUTDOWN

The <board name>.ENABLED bit indicates to the application if board has been enabled in the
configuration. The <board name>.SELECTIVE.SHUTDOWN bit is not supported at this time.

3.5.1.1 Board Type OUT16

Address Class: 8 Bit VPA

A definition of this type of card looks like:

BOARD: <USER NAME>
[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED] ENABLE:<FLAG>

TYPE: OUT16

OUTPUT: <bit list>;

Relay output cards have a single OUTPUT statement that is used to specify from 1 to 16 output
bits.
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3.5.1.2 Board Type IN16

Address Class: 8 Bit VPA

A definition of this type of card looks like:

BOARD: <USER NAME>
[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED] ENABLE:<FLAG>

TYPE: IN16

INPUT: <bit list>; (Read only)

Relay input cards have a single INPUT statement that specifies from 1 to 16 bits to be obtained
from the card. An error bit defined by the compiler indicates if one or more active inputs on the
card have failed or failed to stabilize.

Additional compiler defined bit:

<board name>.INPUT.ERROR (Read only)

3.5.1.3 Board Type LAMP16

Address Class: 16 Bit VPA

A definition of this type of card looks like:

BOARD: <USER NAME>
[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED] ENABLE:<FLAG>

TYPE: LAMP16

[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] [[16 | 18 | 24 | 25 | 36 ] WATT] [MODE [0|1]]
OUTPUT: <bit list>;

[[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] [[16 | 18 | 24 | 25 | 36 ] WATT] [MODE [0|1]]
OUTPUT: <bit list>;]...

[LAMP.OUT: <bit list>;] (Read only)

Lamp output cards have OUTPUT statements which specifies from 1 to 16 bits to be sent to the
card. Qualifiers preceding the OUTPUT statement can also indicate the wattage of the outputs and
whether or not those wattages can be changed during a configuration session. The ADJUSTABLE
qualifier indicates that the wattage can be changed during configuration. If no ADJUSTABLE
qualifier is present, FIXED is assumed.

Multiple OUTPUT statements, each with different wattages, can be specified. The first output on
the card is associated with the first bit in the first OUTPUT statement. Outputs on the card are
associated by increasing number to bits in OUTPUT statements left to right and then in the order of
the OUTPUT statements.
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If no wattage specifiers are present, the compiler assumes a default value of 18 WATT.

The MODE clause defines the value of the configuration parameter that controls the operation of
lamp diagnostics. (See manual SM6800C, section 6.2.12.1.) It is a byte whose values are limited
to 0 or 1. This parameter adjustability is the same as the lamp wattage in the same OUTPUT
statement. If no MODE clause is specified, a value of 0 will be assumed along with any
adjustability attribute for that output.

The card’s definition also has an optional LAMP.OUT statement that specifies from 1 to 16 lamp
filament status bits. If present, the LAMP.OUT statement must follow the OUTPUT statement.

The LAMP.OUT statement may not define bits where there are no corresponding bits in the OUTPUT
statements. A bit defined as SPARE in LAMP.OUT is equivalent to not defining a bit.

3.5.1.4 Board Type NV.IN32.OUT32

Address Class: 8 Bit VPA

A definition of this card looks like:

BOARD: <USER NAME>
[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED] ENABLE:<FLAG>

TYPE: NV.IN32.OUT32

[NV.OUTPUT: <bit list>;]

[NV.INPUT: <bit list>;] (Read only)

These non-vital I/O cards have a single NV.INPUT statement, a single NV.OUTPUT statement or one
of each. If both are present, the NV.INPUT statement must follow the one for NV.OUTPUT. These
statements can each specify between 1 and 32 bits.

3.5.1.5 Board Type NV.OUT32

Address Class: 8 Bit VPA

A definition of this card looks like:

BOARD: <USER NAME>
[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED] ENABLE:<FLAG>

TYPE: NV.OUT32

[NV.OUTPUT: <bit list>;]

These non-vital output cards have a single OUTPUT statement that is used to specify from 1 to 32
output bits.
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3.5.1.6 Board Type NV.IN32

Address Class: 8 Bit VPA

A definition of this card looks like:

BOARD: <USER NAME>
[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED] ENABLE:<FLAG>

TYPE: NV.IN32

[NV.INPUT: <bit list>;] (Read only)

These non-vital input cards have a single INPUT statement that specifies from 1 to 32 bits to be
obtained from the card.

3.5.1.7 Board Type NV.IN32.OUT16

Address Class: 8 Bit VPA

A definition of this card looks like:

BOARD: <USER NAME>
[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED] ENABLE:<FLAG>

TYPE: NV.IN32.OUT16

[NV.OUTPUT: <bit list>;]

[NV.INPUT: <bit list>;] (Read only)

These non-vital I/O cards have a single NV.INPUT statement, a single NV.OUTPUT statement or one
of each. If both are present, the NV.INPUT statement must follow the one for NV.OUTPUT. The
NV.INPUT statement can specify between 1 and 32 bits. The NV.OUTPUT statement can specify
between 1 and 16 bits.

3.5.1.8 Board Type TRX.TRACK

Address Class: 8 Bit VPA

A definition of this card looks like:

BOARD: <USER NAME>
[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED] ENABLE:<FLAG>

TYPE: TRX.TRACK

[TRACKA: [<length adjust enable bit>]

[TRACK.NAME: <name for track half>]

OUTPUT: <bit list>;

INPUT: <bit list>; (Read only)
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[[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] LENGTH: <track length>;]

[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] ENABLE: <flag>;

TRACKB: [<length adjust enable bit>]

[TRACK.NAME: <name for track half>]

OUTPUT: <bit list>;

INPUT: <bit list>; (Read only)

[[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] LENGTH: <track length>;]

[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] ENABLE: <flag>;

The Microtrax track interface board definition has two sections, one for each half of the board.
The first half of the board is defined by “TRACKA” statement and is the master track circuit.
Immediately after “TRACKA” is a bit defined in the program. In order for the track circuit to be
field adjustable using the front panel, this bit must be true as a result of a user equation.

The name assigned to the track circuit is optional. The output and input sections are the track
codes, and each section must specify between 1 and 20 bits.

An optional length statement indicates <track length> as a number between 0 and 36,
representing thousands of feet. An adjustable qualifier statement is present that allows changing
of the length during configuration. If no length statement is present, the compiler provides a
fixed default value of “0.”.

An ENABLE statement controls the default enabled state for each half of the board. A statement of
ENABLE: 1 would make that half of the board operational. An ADJUSTABLE qualifier indicates
that that board half may be enabled or disabled during configuration. If the board is defined as
disabled and FIXED, the compiler will generate a warning. A default for the enabled state of each
half of the board is implied by its definition in the INTERFACE LOCAL section.

If the TRACKx statement is present for a half of the board, that half will be given a default
configuration of enabled. If no TRACKx statement is present, it will be given a FIXED ENABLE of
0.

Also defined, by the compiler, are bits indicating the enable states for each half of the track
board, and other bits for each half of the board indicating normal, linkup, tumble-down out, and
sleep out. The compiler also provides bit definitions for tumble-down in and sleep in.

For the following bit list, TRACKx is either TRACKA or TRACKB or <name for track half>.

Additional compiler defined bits:

<board name>.TRACKx.ENABLED (Read only)

<board name>.TRACKx.NORMAL (Read only)

<board name>.TRACKx.LINKUP (Read only)
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<board name>.TRACKx.TDOUT

<board name>.TRACKx.SLEEPOUT

<board name>.TRACKx.TDIN (Read only)

<board name>.TRACKx.SLEEPIN (Read only)

3.5.1.9 Board Type CODER.OUT

Address Class: 8 Bit VPA

A definition of this type of card looks like:

BOARD: <USER NAME>
[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED] ENABLE:<FLAG>

TYPE: CODER.OUT

OUTPUT: <bit list>;

The coder output board definition has a single OUTPUT statement. The statement can specify
between 1 and 4 bits.

3.5.1.10 Board Type IN8.OUT8

Address Class: 8 Bit VPA

A definition of this type of card looks like:

BOARD: <USER NAME>
[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED] ENABLE:<FLAG>

TYPE: IN8.OUT8

[OUTPUT: <bit list>;]

[INPUT: <bit list>;] (Read only)

The 8 Input, 8 Output Non-Isolated I/O card definitions have a single INPUT statement, a single
OUTPUT statement or one of each. If there are one of each, the INPUT statement must follow the
OUTPUT statement. These two statements can each specify between 1 and 8 bits. A compiler
defined error bit indicates on or more of the active inputs have failed or failed to stabilize.

Additional compiler defined bit:

<board name>.INPUT.ERROR (Read only)
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3.5.1.11 Board Type NVB.OUT12

Address Class: 8 Bit VPA

A definition of this type of card looks like:

BOARD: <USER NAME>
[ADJUSTABLE|FIXED] ENABLE:<FLAG>

TYPE: NVB.OUT12

NV.OUTPUT: <bit list>;

The non-vital 12 pair bipolar output board uses a single NV.OUTPUT statement. That statement
can specify between 1 and 24 bits. Note that these bits are paired for each output on the card.

3.5.2 Communication Link Definition Section

Microlok II supports serial and shared RAM communication links. Up to 4 serial communication
links OR 1 shared RAM link may be defined. Shared RAM and serial links may not be declared
in the same application program. The COMM declaration heads the communication section of
the Microlok II application program.

3.5.2.1 Description of Compiler Declarations and Configuration Parameters Used to
Define Serial Links

This section summarizes the compiler configuration parameters and declarations that are used in
defining serial links. These configuration parameters and declarations are listed in the order in
which they might appear in an application program that defines serial communication links.
Some declarations and parameters are optional and some are required. Optional declarations and
parameters need not be included in the application program if their default values are acceptable
to the application programmer. Required declarations and parameters will generate fatal
compilation errors if they are omitted. Some parameters may be preceded by the modifiers
ADJUSTABLE or FIXED. These parameters are identified as ADJUSTABLE in the following
summary. Parameters in the application program that are preceded by the ADJUSTABLE
modifier may be changed by the unit configuration utility that is part of the Microlok II
maintenance tool. Parameters that are not preceded by the ADJUSTABLE modifier or
parameters that are preceded by the FIXED modified may be changed only by recompiling the
application program and may not be changed by the configuration utility. Optional parameters
that are not included in the application program are declared FIXED by the compiler.
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LINK

APPLICABILITY: ALL SERIAL LINK TYPES
RANGE OF VALUES: ANY USER-SELECTED TEXT STRING
DEFAULT: NONE
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: REQUIRED
ADJUSTABLE: NO
EXAMPLE: LINK: GENISYS_SLAVE_1

LINK declares a serial communication link and assigns a user-supplied name to it. A link
is a logical grouping of slave stations assigned to a single communication channel using
an assigned communication protocol. The first LINK declaration immediately follows the
COMM declaration that opens the communication link definition section of the
application program. All configuration parameters and input / output specifications for a
serial communication link follow the LINK declaration. Up to 6 serial links may be
declared in an application program although only 4 may be enabled at any one time.
(There are only 4 physical serial ports available.) The user-supplied name will be used to
identify the serial link in maintenance tool status and configuration displays and will be
used to form the names of link-specific status bits.

ENABLE

APPLICABILITY: ALL SERIAL LINK TYPES
RANGE OF VALUES: 0 OR 1
DEFAULT: NONE
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: REQUIRED
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE: ENABLE: 1

ENABLE specifies whether this serial communication link should be enabled. If
ENABLE is set to “1”, the serial link will function normally after unit initialization has
completed. If ENABLE is set to “0”, the serial link will not function. ENABLE may be
set to “0” for serial communication links that are included in an application program to
satisfy future requirements. Normally, ENABLE should be set to “1”.

PROTOCOL

APPLICABILITY: ALL SERIAL LINK TYPES
RANGE OF VALUES: GENISYS.SLAVE, GENISYS.MASTER

MICROLOK.SLAVE, MICROLOK.MASTER
DEFAULT: NONE
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: REQUIRED
ADJUSTABLE: NO
EXAMPLE: PROTOCOL: GENISYS.SLAVE
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PROTOCOL specifies the communication protocol that a serial link will use. Safety-
critical (vital) links must use the MICROLOK protocol. Supervisory (non-vital) links
should use the GENISYS protocol. On any serial communication link, there must be one
MASTER unit. All other units must be slaves.

POINT.POINT

APPLICABILITY ALL SERIAL LINK TYPES
RANGE OF VALUES: 0 OR 1
DEFAULT: 1 FOR ALLMASTER PORTS

0 FOR ALL SLAVE PORTS
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE: POINT.POINT: 1;

POINT.POINT specifies whether or not serial line drivers associated with the physical
serial port will be enabled continuously. When POINT.POINT is set to “1”, serial drivers
are enabled at all times. When POINT.POINT is set to “0”, serial drivers are enabled
only when the unit is actually transmitting a message. When a serial port is connected to
a point-to-point communication circuit (one master connected directly to one slave), or
when a serial port is connected to a communication modem, POINT.POINT should be set
to “1”. When a unit is a slave on a local, multi-drop communication circuit,
POINT.POINT should be set to “0”. Failure to set POINT.POINT to “0” for slaves on a
direct-wire, multi-drop communication circuit may result in damage to the MICROLOK
II controller board.

PORT

APPLICABILITY: ALL SERIAL LINK TYPES
RANGE OF VALUES: 1 TO 4
DEFAULT: NONE
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: REQUIRED
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE: PORT: 2;

PORT specifies the physical serial port that a serial communication link will use. Ports 1
and 2 are RS-485 ports designed for use in local, multi-drop communication links. Port 3
is an RS-423 port designed to facilitate connection to MICROLOK and MICROTRAX
units. Port 4 is a standard RS-232 port designed to facilitate connections to modems and
other common RS-232 serial devices. Any type of serial communication link may be
attached to any physical serial port.BAUD

APPLICABILITY: ALL SERIAL LINK TYPES
RANGE OF VALUES: 150, 300,600, 1200, 1800, 2400, 3600, 4800, 7200,

9600, and 19200 BITS PER SECOND
DEFAULT: 300 BPS FOR GENISYS PROTOCOL LINKS
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2400 BPS FOR MICROLOK PROTOCOL LINKS
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE: BAUD: 19200;

BAUD defines the data rate in bits per second at which a serial link will operate. The
selected rate must be compatible with any communication hardware (modems, etc.) which
is used. Higher data rates are desirable when the selected communication hardware
supports those rates as higher data rates reduce communication delays. The selected data
rate for all units on a communication link must be the same.

STOPBITS

APPLICABILITY: ALL SERIAL LINK TYPES
RANGE OF VALUES: 1 OR 2
DEFAULT: 1
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE: STOPBITS: 1;

STOPBITS specify the number of stop bits that are to be attached to each eight-bit data
byte in a message when it is sent. This configuration parameter is provided to
accommodate requirements that are sometimes imposed by various types of
communication hardware. The default is adequate for most applications. This parameter
should not be changed from the default unless such change is necessary to facilitate
proper operation of the communication link.

PARITY

APPLICABILITY: ALL SERIAL LINK TYPES
RANGE OF VALUES: NONE, ODD, EVEN, MARK, AND SPACE
DEFAULT: NONE
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE: PARITY: NONE;

PARITY sets the type of parity calculation used by the physical serial port controller in
formatting each byte of a message for transmission. This configuration parameter is
provided to accommodate protocols that may be implemented in the future. The default is
NONE because both GENISYS and MICROLOK protocols employ sophisticated
message checksums to insure message integrity. Parity checking is not required and adds
additional bits to messages requiring more transmission time. The default parity setting
should not be changed for either GENISYS or MICROLOK protocol links.

KEY.ON.DELAY
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APPLICABILITY: ALL SERIAL LINK TYPES
RANGE OF VALUES: 0 OR 8 – 280 BIT TIMES FOR GENISYS PROTOCOL LINKS

8 – 280 BIT TIMES FOR MICROLOK PROTOCOL LINKS
DEFAULT: 12 BIT TIMES
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE: KEY.ON.DELAY: 12;

KEY.ON.DELAY sets the time (in bit-times) between carrier key-on (the assertion of
Request To Send) and the beginning of data transmission. This is the time required for
the data carrier signal to stabilize and for the carrier receiver to synchronize before data
transmission begins. The required key-on delay is dictated by the characteristics of the
connected communication circuit. Consult documentation provided by the
communication equipment supplier for specific requirements. Twelve bit-times is
adequate for most common applications.

KEY.OFF.DELAY

APPLICABILITY: ALL SERIAL LINK TYPES
RANGE OF VALUES: 0 OR 8 – 280 BIT TIMES FOR GENISYS PROTOCOL LINKS

8 – 280 BIT TIMES FOR MICROLOK PROTOCOL LINKS
DEFAULT: 12 BIT TIMES
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE: KEY.OFF.DELAY: 12;

KEY.OFF.DELAY sets the time (in bit-times) between the end of data transmission and
the desertion of the Request To Send signal. This is the time required to insure that the
last transmitted data bit clears all repeaters and reaches the receiver before carrier is
turned off. The required key-off delay is dictated by the characteristics of the connected
communication circuit. Consult documentation provided by the communication
equipment supplier for specific requirements. Twelve bit-times is adequate for most
common applications.
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STALE.DATA.TIMEOUT

APPLICABILITY: ALL SERIAL LINK TYPES
RANGE OF VALUES: 100 MILLISECONDS TO 25 SECONDS FOR MICROLOK

PROTOCOL LINKS
1 TO 600 SECONDS FOR GENISYS PROTOCOL LINKS

DEFAULT: 4 SECONDS FOR MICROLOK PROTOCOL LINKS
30 SECONDS FOR GENISYS PROTOCOL LINKS

REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE: STALE.DATA.TIMEOUT: 5:SEC;

STALE.DATA.TIMEOUT specifies the elapsed time after which the serial
communication link between master and slave is declared failed when no valid messages
between the master and slave have been processed. When a MICROLOK protocol link is
declared failed, all serial inputs for the affected slave are set to their most restrictive state
(0 or FALSE) and the appropriate link status bit is cleared. When a GENISYS protocol
link is declared failed, the appropriate link status bit is cleared. The application
programmer should set this configuration parameter as required by the application.

POLLING.INTERVAL

APPLICABILITY: MASTER ENDS ONLY
RANGE OF VALUES: 0 TO 2000 MILLISECONDS
DEFAULT: 50 MILLISECONDS
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE: POLLING.INTERVAL: 0;

POLLING.INTERVAL is the idle time inserted by a master-end communication handler
between the completion of one message exchange initiated by the master handler and the
beginning of the next. Its purpose is to reduce microprocessor loading by reducing the
load imposed by serial communications. Increasing the interval decreases serial
communication loading while increasing serial communication delays for the affected
link. Decreasing the interval increases communication loading while decreasing
communication delays. The default setting is normally adequate. This parameter should
not be adjusted unless microprocessor loading problems have been identified.

MASTER.TIMEOUT

APPLICABILITY: MASTER ENDS ONLY
RANGE OF VALUES: 30 TO 5000 MILLISECONDS FOR MICROLOK PROTOCOL

LINKS
30 TO 25000 MILLISECONDS FOR GENISYS PROTOCOL
LINKS

DEFAULT: 500 MILLISECONDS
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REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE MASTER.TIMEOUT: 100:MSEC;

MASTER.TIMEOUT specifies the time a master protocol handler will wait for a
response after addressing a slave. This delay must be long enough to accommodate the
worst expected communication delays imposed by the communication circuit. Consult
documentation provided by the communication equipment supplier for specific
information. The default value is usually adequate, but when using a communication
circuit with smaller end-to-end delays, a lower timeout can improve link performance
when some slaves are not answering regularly due to intermittent communication
problems.

CARRIER.MODE

APPLICABILITY: GENISYS PROTOCOL LINKS ONLY
RANGE OF VALUES: CONSTANT, KEYED
DEFAULT: CONSTANT
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE: CARRIER.MODE: KEYED;

CARRIER.MODE specifies whether or not the master end of the link will have
communication carrier keyed-on continuously. Continuous carrier requires a full duplex
communication circuit. The “KEYED” option is used only on communication circuits
where outbound master carrier may interfere with slave transmissions. In all other cases
(including direct wire), CONSTANT carrier operation should be specified.

CRC.SIZE

APPLICABILITY: GENISYS PROTOCOL LINKS ONLY
RANGE OF VALUES: 16 OR 24 BITS
DEFAULT: 16 BITS
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE: CRC.SIZE: 16;

CRC.SIZE specifies the size, in bits, of the GENISYS protocol message checksum. The
GENISYS protocol standard is 16 bits. For greater message security a 24-bit checksum
may be specified. However, at the present time, only MICROLOK II units support the
GENISYS protocol with a 24-bit checksum.

SECURE.MODE

APPLICABILITY: GENISYS PROTOCOLMASTER ENDS ONLY
RANGE OF VALUES: ON, OFF
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DEFAULT: OFF
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE: SECURE.MODE: ON;

SECURE.MODE specifies whether or not the GENISYS protocol master-end handler
should send secure polling messages. Setting SECURE.MODE to “OFF” slightly
improves the efficiency of the GENISYS protocol when using “clean” communication
circuits on which few errors are encountered. Setting SECURE.MODE to “ON”
significantly improves data security on “noisy” communication circuits. Setting
SECURE.MODE to “ON” is recommended.

MASTER.CHECKBACK

APPLICABILITY: GENISYS PROTOCOLMASTER ENDS ONLY
RANGE OF VALUES: ON, OFF
DEFAULT: OFF
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE: MASTER.CHECKBACK: ON;

MASTER.CHECKBACK specifies whether or not the GENISYS protocol master-end
handler should send data to slaves using CHECKBACK mode. Use of CHECKBACK
mode significantly improves the security of data sent from master to slave but reduces the
overall throughput of the communication link. The default setting is usually adequate.

ADDRESS

APPLICABILITY: ALL SERIAL LINK TYPES
RANGE OF VALUES: 1 TO 255 FOR GENISYS PROTOCOL LINKS

1 TO 127 FOR MICROLOK PROTOCOL LINKS
DEFAULT: NONE
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: REQUIRED
ADJUSTABLE: NO
EXAMPLE: ADDRESS: 1

ADDRESS declares a station or slave. A station is a group of serial input and output data
bits that facilitate serial transport of data from one MICROLOK II unit to another. Each
link may contain 1 to 32 ADDRESS declarations. On a master link, the ADDRESS
declarations define remote slave stations with which the master communicates. On a
slave link, the ADDRESS declarations define slave stations that respond when addressed
by a connected master. Note that when communicating with MICROLOK I units using
the MICROLOK protocol, the address range must be limited to 1 to 31.

ENABLE
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APPLICABILITY: ALL SERIAL LINK TYPES
RANGE OF VALUES: 0 OR 1
DEFAULT: NONE
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: REQUIRED
ADJUSTABLE: YES
EXAMPLE: ENABLE: 1

ENABLE specifies whether this slave station should be enabled. If ENABLE is set to
“1”, the station will communicate normally after unit initialization has completed. If
ENABLE is set to “0”, communication for the station will be disabled. ENABLE may be
set to “0” for stations that are included in an application program to satisfy future
requirements. Normally, ENABLE should be set to “1”.

OUTPUT

APPLICABILITY: ALL MICROLOK PROTOCOL LINKS
RANGE OF VALUES: A LIST OF 1 TO 128 DATA BITS
DEFAULT: NONE
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: NO
EXAMPLE: OUTPUT: BIT1, BIT2, BIT3, BIT4;

OUTPUT defines a list of logical values or data bits that are transmitted over the
specified link under the specified slave or station address.

INPUT

APPLICABILITY: ALL MICROLOK PROTOCOL LINKS
RANGE OF VALUES: A LIST OF 1 TO 128 DATA BITS
DEFAULT: NONE
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: NO
EXAMPLE: INPUT: BIT1, BIT2, BIT3, BIT4;

INPUT defines a list of logical values or data bits that are received over the specified link
under the specified slave or station address. INPUT bits are read only and cannot be
changed by the application logic.
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NV.OUTPUT

APPLICABILITY: ALL GENISYS PROTOCOL LINKS
RANGE OF VALUES: A LIST OF 1 TO 512 DATA BITS
DEFAULT: NONE
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: NO
EXAMPLE: NV.OUTPUT: BIT1, BIT2, BIT3, BIT4;

NV.OUTPUT defines a list of logical values or data bits that are transmitted over the
specified link under the specified slave or station address.

NV.INPUT

APPLICABILITY: ALL GENISYS PROTOCOL LINKS
RANGE OF VALUES: A LIST OF 1 TO 512 DATA BITS
DEFAULT: NONE
REQUIRED / OPTIONAL: OPTIONAL
ADJUSTABLE: NO
EXAMPLE: NV.INPUT: BIT1, BIT2, BIT3, BIT4;

NV.INPUT defines a list of logical values or data bits that are received over the specified
link under the specified slave or station address. NV.INPUT bits are read/write and may be
the object of an NV.ASSIGN statement.

3.6 DATA DEFINITIONS

Microlok II supports two different data types, Boolean Bits and Numeric Variables. These are
specified in the next two sections of the program after the INTERFACE section of the program.

There can be no more than 4095 numeric and/or booleans defined across I/O, System,
Configuration and Data bits. (This number does not include “Constant” definitions, which are in
addition to these numbers.) No more than 1024 of these can be numerics.

3.6.1 Boolean Bit Definitions

The Boolean Bit definition begins with BOOLEAN BITS and is followed by a comma separated
list of the names of the bits being defined. It looks like

BOOLEAN BITS

<bit list>;
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3.6.2 Non-Vital Boolean Bit Definitions

Boolean Bits intended for non-vital use are defined in the NV.BOOLEAN BITS section similarly to
the BOOLEAN BITS section. It looks like

NV.BOOLEAN BITS

<bit list>;

3.6.3 Numeric Variable Definitions

The Numeric Variable definition begins with NUMERIC VARIABLES and is followed by a comma
separated list of the names of the variables being defined . It looks like

NUMERIC VARIABLES

<bit list>;

Thus their range is -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647 inclusive.

3.6.4 Non-Vital Numeric Variable Definitions

Numeric Variables intended for non-vital use are defined in the NV.NUMERIC VARIABLES section
similarly to the NV.BOOLEAN BITS section. It looks like this:

NV.NUMERIC VARIABLES

<bit list>;

3.6.5 Compiler Defined System Bits and Numerics

Several bits are predefined by the compiler to indicate executive status information to the
application and to allow the application to control some executive functions. These bits are:
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System Bit Name Application Access to Bit Bit Function

RESET Read/Write Resets system

QUICK.RESET Read/Write QUICK.RESET can be the object of an
application logic equation. If this bit ever
becomes true the system resets, ignoring
any reset delay defined in configuration.

KILL Read/Write Kills Critical Power Supply (CPS)

CPS.ENABLE Read/Write Enables CPS if set during initial logic
processing.

CPS.STATUS Read Indicates CPS is up

AUXn.INPUT Read Non-Vital inputs set from Front Panel. The
value of n is between 1 and 32.

CONFIGURE.ERROR Read EEPROM Configuration was Invalid.

This bit will be set any time you upload
software because the old and new CRCs
will be different. After uploading software
you must go through a system
configuration even if you do not change
anything. As you do so, the new CRC will
be loaded into the EEPROM and the
CONFIGURE.ERROR bit will clear.

LOG.LARGE Read User bit log is ≥ 75% full

LOG.FULL Read User bit log is full and being overwritten.

LAMP.RESET.OPTION Read Lamp boards diagnostic mode has been
overridden by front panel and is in effect.

CLOCK.FREEZE Read/Write Set to make the clock numerics update to
current value and stop changing

CLOCK.SET Read/Write Setting this bit will cause the time of day
clock to be updated from the values in the
clock numerics.

LED.n Read/Write Non-Vital outputs displayed on Front
Panel CPU LEDs. The value of n is
between 1 and 8.

PCMCIA.INSTALLED Read PCMCIA memory card is installed.

BATTERY.HEALTH Read PCMCIA memory card battery is OK if set.

LOG.OK Read Data in user log is valid when bit is set.

ALARM.1 Read/Write Sound Onboard Audible Alarm at 2400 hz.
when set.

ALARM.2 Read/Write Sound Onboard Audible Alarm at 1200 hz.
when set.
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Similarly, there are several numerics predefined by the compiler to allow access to the time of
day. These bits are:

System Numeric Name Application Access Numeric Function

CLOCK.MONTH Read/Write Month of year 1-12

CLOCK.DAY Read/Write Day of month 1-31

CLOCK.YEAR Read/Write Year 0-99

CLOCK.HOUR Read/Write Hour of day 0-23

CLOCK.MINUTE Read/Write Minute of hour 0-59

CLOCK.SECOND Read/Write Second of minute 0-59

The hardware making up the system clock is non-vital; therefore, all of the system bits associated
with the system clock are non-vital and should not be used in vital equations.

Each I/O board also has system bits associated with that board. See the definitions of the boards
in Section 3.5.1 for a list of the bits available with each type of board.

3.6.6 Compiler Defined Serial Communication Link Bits

Several bits are predefined by the compiler to indicate serial communication link status
information to the application and to allow the application to control some serial communication
handler functions.

System Bit Name Application Access to Bit Bit Function

<link>.Enabled Read Link Enable Status

<link>.Disable Read / Write Disable Link

<link>.<slave>.Enabled Read Station Enable Status

<link>.<slave>.Status Read Station Comm. Status

<link>.<slave>.Inputs.Received Read Inputs Received Flag

3.7 NUMERIC ATTRIBUTES

Numeric variables have attributes of range, initial value and error value. All numeric variables
have these attributes. If no values for these are specified, most are given the default values of:

Attribute Default Value

Initial 0

Minimum -2,147,483,648

Maximum 2,147,483,647

Error 0

System numerics have limits appropriate to their usual values. These are:
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Name Initial Minimum Maximum Error

CLOCK.MONTH 0 1 12 0

CLOCK.DAY 0 1 31 0

CLOCK.YEAR 0 0 99 0

CLOCK.HOUR 0 0 23 0

CLOCK.MINUTE 0 0 59 0

CLOCK.SECOND 0 0 59 0

The Attributes section is used to specify these values for variables where the defaults are
inappropriate. It looks like this:

ATTRIBUTES

<variable list>: RANGES FROM <low value> TO <high value>
INITIALIZED WITH <initial value>
AND <error value> WHEN ERROR;

<Additional variable list with attributes>

The <variable list> specifies a group of previously define variables that are to have the same
attributes. The <low value> and <high value> are used to detect overflow or underflow
conditions. Before the program begins to execute, those variables defined in this list will be
given the value specified by <initial value>. If an overflow, underflow or other math error is
detected in computing a value for one of these variables, the variable will be given the value
specified by <error value>. Both <initial value> and <error value> must be within the
range specified by <low value> and <high value>.

3.8 TIMING ATTRIBUTES

Timing characteristics such as a slow-pick and/or a slow drop delay are added to previously
defined Boolean bits in the TIMER BITS section. These characteristics can be added to any bit
defined in the BOOLEAN BITS section or any output bit. They may not be added to any system
bit.

Because of shared timing resources, there is a combined limit on the number of timers, tables,
and numeric blocks that may be defined of 399.

The section to define them consists of one or more Timer Bit Lists and looks like:

TIMER BITS

<Timer Bit Lists>

3.8.1 Timer Bit Lists

A Timer Bit List is a <bit list> with at least one bit followed by the timing characteristics for
those bits. Timing characteristics are SET or CLEAR times specified as a values with units.
They look like this:
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[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] <bit list>: SET=<time value>:<unit> CLEAR=<time
value>:<unit>;

The SET and CLEAR portions must be included and can specify zero values for times. Valid
ranges for <time value> depend on the associated <unit>.

<unit> Valid <time value> values

MSEC (milliseconds) 0, 500 - 6553500 in 100 millisecond increments

SEC (seconds) 0 - 6553 in 1 second increments

MIN (minutes) 0 - 109 in 1 minute increments

If the FIXED qualifier or no qualifier is present before a Timer Bit List, those timers can not be
changed during a configuration session. If the ADJUSTABLE qualifier is present, the specified SET
and CLEAR times are used as defaults for that timer which can be changed during configuration.

3.9 CODED OUTPUTS

When it is required to toggle a physical output, a TOGGLE statement in the CODED OUTPUTS
section should be used to modify the bit defined in the LOCAL INTERFACE section. If this
section is included, it consists of at least one TOGGLE statement. These statements look like:

CODED OUTPUTS
<Toggle Statements>

3.9.1 Toggle Statement

A TOGGLE statement includes an <output bit> to control and a list of between 1 and 16
Toggle Rate Definitions separated by commas. If only one Toggle Rate Definition is present, the
output will be off if the controlling bit is cleared.

TOGGLE <output bit> <Toggle Rate Definitions> ;

3.9.2 Toggle Rate Definition

A Toggle Rate Definition looks like:

ON FOR <time value>:<unit> THEN
OFF FOR <time value>:<unit> IF <control bit> ,

When running, the physical output will toggle with the duty cycle specified in the first Toggle
Rate Definition that has its <control bit> set. The bit referenced by <control bit> is a
previously defined input or internal. There can be between 1 and valid time ranges are
determined by the <unit> selected.
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<unit> Valid <time value> values

MSEC (milliseconds) 0, 70 – 655350 in 10 millisecond increments

SEC (seconds) 0 – 655 in 1 second increments

MIN (minutes) 0 – 10 in 1 minute increments

3.9.3 Coded Output Examples

An example of coded outputs looks like:

CODED OUTPUTS
TOGGLE <output id1> ON FOR <time value>:<unit> THEN

OFF FOR <time value>:<unit>
IF <control bit id1>,
ON FOR <time value>:<unit> THEN
OFF FOR <time value>:<unit>
IF <control bit id2>,
ON FOR <time value>:<unit> THEN
OFF FOR <time value>:<unit>
IF <control bit id3>,

TOGGLE <output id2> ON FOR <time value>:<unit> THEN
OFF FOR <time value>:<unit>
IF <control bit id4>,
ON FOR <time value>:<unit> THEN
OFF FOR <time value>:<unit>
IF <control bit id5>,

3.10 USER DATA LOGGING

The LOG section defines which previously defined bits or variables are logged by Microlok II’s
built in user data logger. The application logic specifies which items are to be logged. Whenever
one of these changes, a time stamped record with the stable value will be logged which identifies
its new state or values. The logging declaration looks like this:

LOG

[BITS <bit list>;]

[NUMERICS <numeric list>;]

Any Boolean bit in the system may be placed in the <bit list>, however, discretion should be
used in selecting which bits to log. If a bit that is flashing at a high rate is specified, the user data
log memory may quickly fill with just this information. Special identifiers for subsets of
application bits can be used in the <bit list> to specify that all local I/O is to be logged. These
are LOCAL_IO for all local I/O bits, COMM_IO for all serial link bits, and APPLICATION_VARS for
bits internal to the application.
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Either the BITS or the NUMERICS part of the LOG section can be omitted. But, at least one of them
must be present.

Likewise, any numeric variable may be placed in the <numeric list>. The APPLICATION_VARS
keyword can be used to log all numeric variables.

NOTE

When using LOCAL_I/O and/or COMM_IO to log user bits, the user data
log snapshot logs all spare bits defined in that IO section. When the user
data log is retrieved by the maintenance tool, the "SPARE" bits will no
show an IDName or "SPARE" but will be displayed in the form < BIT #
>.

3.11 CONSTANT DEFINITIONS

The next section in the application after LOG BITS specifies user defined boolean and numeric
constants. Defined constants can only be used in EVALUATE and ASSIGN statements and their
non-vital counterparts and may not be assigned a value. The section looks like

CONSTANTS

BOOLEAN

<boolean constant list>

NUMERIC

<numeric constant list>

Either the BOOLEAN or NUMERIC section can be omitted. If both are present, NUMERIC must follow
BOOLEAN.

3.11.1 Boolean Constant List

A boolean constant is a bit name followed by a =, a boolean value of 1 or 0, and ending with a
semicolon. The BOOLEAN subsection can contain up to 4096 constant definitions. A definition
looks like

<bit> = value;
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3.11.2 Numeric Constant List

A numeric constant is a variable name followed by a =, a valid numeric value, and ending with a
semicolon. These values have the same range as Numeric variables. The NUMERIC subsection
can contain up to 4096 constant definitions. A definition looks like

<variable> = value;

3.12 NUMERIC ARRAYS

Constant arrays of numeric values can be defined in a Microlok II application. These arrays can
be used in the left hand side of EVALUATE or ASSIGN statements and their non-vital counterparts
in the NUMERIC section of the program. Values in the arrays are represented identically to
Numeric variables and have the same range.

The section begins with ARRAYS. Each array is defined as

<array name>[<number of array elements>] = {<value>,... };

Note the []’s do not indicate an option but are part of the definition.

An example of this looks like

ARRAYS

an.array[10] = {-10, -5, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20};

another.one[6] = {66, 66, 91, 92, 94, 97};

The index value of the first element is 1. Therefore the value of an.array[1] is -10 and
another.one[6] is 97.

There can be no more than 100 arrays defined in an application. Each of these arrays may have
no more than 16382 elements defined.

Application accesses of arrays with invalid indices result in evaluate math errors. Refer to
Section 3.16.2.3 for more information.
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3.13 UNIT CONFIGURATION

The last section specified before the ‘logic’ portion of the program is the CONFIGURATION. This
section specifies various system parameters such as system logging level, debug port address, and
user defined items.

The basic format of the CONFIGURATION section is:

CONFIGURATION

[SYSTEM

<Configuration Items>] (See sections 3.13.1.1 – 3.13.1.4)

[USER BIT

<Configurable Bit List>] (See sections 3.13.2)

[USER NUMERIC

<Configurable Numeric List>] (See sections 3.133)

Any of the four subsections can be omitted as long as at least one of them is present. The
subsections must be specified in the order presented above.

The SYSTEM subsections specify system configuration options. The USER BIT and USER
NUMERIC parts create bits or variables that are used in the application and given values during a
configuration session. These bits or variables cannot be assigned values by the application.

3.13.1 Configuration Items

Configuration items are specified in the SYSTEM subsection. Only those specified as ADJUSTABLE
can be changed during the configuration session. These can be

[[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] DEBUG_PORT_ADDRESS: <port address>]

[[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] DEBUG_PORT_BAUDRATE: <baud rate>]

[[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] LOGIC_TIMEOUT: <timeout delay>:<unit>]

[[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] DELAY_RESET: <reset delay>:<unit>]

3.13.1.1 Debug Port Address Configuration

AMicrolok II debugging port can be networked with debugging ports on other Microlok II units
to facilitate remote debugging and maintenance. The address for a unit is specified using

[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] DEBUG_PORT_ADDRESS: <port address>

where <port address> is a number indicating the address of this Microlok II unit. Valid
addresses are 1 - 63.
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The lack of a DEBUG_PORT_ADDRESS statement indicates the unit will be used in a non-networked
arrangement. In this case, the address will be FIXED.

3.13.1.2 Debug Port Baud Rate Configuration

To support the Microlok II debugging port in a networked arrangement, the baud rate can be
changed. The baud rate is specified using

[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] DEBUG_PORT_BAUDRATE: <baud rate>

where <baud rate> is 150, 300, 600, 1200, 1800, 2400, 3600, 4800, 7200, 9600, and 19200.

The lack of a DEBUG_PORT_BAUDRATE statement indicates the unit will be used at 4800 baud. In
this case, the rate will be FIXED.

3.13.1.3 Logic Timeout Configuration

The maximum amount of time for logic solving can be specified by this parameter. This
specification looks like

[[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] LOGIC_TIMEOUT: <timeout delay>:<unit>]

where <timeout delay>:<unit> is a time specified like times for timer attributes. The
resolution is 100mS and it may be between 100mS and 5 seconds. If not specified, the timeout
will be FIXED and 2 seconds.

3.13.1.4 Delay Reset Configuration

During a critical error, the time between the CPS being dropped and the processor resetting itself
can be delayed to allow a redundant partner to come up before first. This parameter is set by

[[ADJUSTABLE | FIXED] DELAY_RESET: <reset delay>:<unit>]

where <reset delay>:<unit> indicates the amount of time to delay. It has a resolution of 100mS
and a maximum value of 10 seconds.

3.13.2 Configurable Bit List

The Configurable Bit List defines read only application bits that can be given values during a
configuration but not assigned values by the application. Each of the bits is defined by

<bit name> : <quoted prompt string> [,<default value>];

Where <bit name> is the bit being defined and <quoted prompt string> is the prompt
displayed during the configuration session. An optional <default value> can be included as 1
or 0. If no default is defined, the default value used when no valid configuration is present will
be 0.

Within the <quoted prompt string> the ‘:’ has special meaning to the Maintenance tool. All
text before the colon is used as a category when displaying Configurable Bits and Numerics for
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configuration. All bits and numerics with identical text before the colon are displayed as a group.
This feature can be used to organize the configuration display for the application.

There may be no more than 100 configurable bits defined in the application.

3.13.3 Configurable Numeric List

The Configurable Numeric List defines read only application numeric variables that can be given
values during a configuration session but not assigned values by an application evaluate
statement. These are defined similarly to the Configurable Bits by

<variable name> : <quoted prompt string> , [<default value>];

Where <variable name> is the variable being defined and <quoted prompt string> is the
prompt displayed during the configuration session. <default value> is the value assigned
when there is no valid configuration. If <default value> is not specified, a value of "0" is
assumed.

Within the <quoted prompt string> the ‘:’ has special meaning to the Maintenance tool. All
text before the colon is used as a category when displaying Configurable Bits and Numerics for
configuration. All bits and numerics with identical text before the colon are displayed as a group.
This feature can be used to organize the configuration display for the application.

There may be no more than 100 configurable numerics defined in the application.

3.14 BOOLEAN LOGIC SECTION

After the definition of I/O, timers and configuration, the Boolean logic is specified. The section
begins with:

LOGIC BEGIN

The Boolean Logic section of the program supports the ASSIGN and NV.ASSIGN statement only.

3.14.1 Assignment Statement

The basic format of the ASSIGN statement is:

ASSIGN <Boolean expression> TO <Boolean bits>;

This statement follows the same format as Genisys, Microlok and Microtrax. The available
operators in order from highest to lowest precedence are as follows:

~,!,NOT Boolean NOT
&,AND,* Boolean AND
|,OR,+ Boolean OR, @,^,XOR Boolean XOR

Operators at the same precedence level are evaluated in order from left to right, and operator
precedence may be changed by using parenthesis. Only Boolean bits may be used in an ASSIGN
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statement. Note that the AND operator (*) and the OR operator (+) cannot be used in Numeric
Blocks.

A single ASSIGN statement may assign to no more than 32 bits. A bit used in the output list of an
assignment in this section may trigger no more than 50 assignments, tables, blocks or coded
outputs.

There can be no more than 4095 ASSIGN and NV.ASSIGN statements in the Boolean Logic section.

3.14.2 Non-vital Assignment Statement

A non-vital assignment is specified by:

NV.ASSIGN <Boolean expression> TO <Boolean bits>;

This statement defines logic of the same form as the vital ASSIGN statement. However, these
statements are flagged for the executive as statements that may be executed more quickly at the
expense of some of the safety techniques.

The compiler will generate a severe warning if an attempt is made to do a NV.ASSIGN to a vital
bit. An ordinary warning will be generated if an ASSIGN uses a non-vital bit as its target.

The operands and result of this statement are stored vitally.

A single NV.ASSIGN statement may assign to no more than 32 bits. A bit used in the output list of
an assignment in this section may trigger no more than 50 assignments, tables, blocks or coded
outputs.

There can be no more than 4095 ASSIGN and NV.ASSIGN statements in the Boolean Logic section.

3.14.3 End of Boolean Logic

The end of the Boolean section is marked by:

END LOGIC
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3.15 LOOK-UP TABLES

Look-Up tables provide a means by which boolean or numeric input conditions can yield one or
more output values. They can be used as a ‘truth table’ where certain boolean input patterns will
produce defined output patterns. (CAUTION: Look-Up Tables do not execute in the same
manner as the traditional boolean logic. See section 3.19.2.) Also, they can be used with a
numeric input where an exact match for the input value is not required but the numeric output is
calculated based on the two best matches. In addition, they can use numeric inputs without an
exact match to select a single output value for the input that is closest. If look-up tables are used,
they are specified after the BOOLEAN section:

TABLES BEGIN

There can be no more than 50 tables defined in an application.

3.15.1 Table Definition

The basic format of the look up table, is first to identify the input and output parameters. Next
the patterns are specified:

TABLE <table number> TRIGGERS ON <Boolean bits> AND
STALE AFTER <ticks>:<unit>;

[INTERPOLATE] INPUTS: <input list> OUTPUTS: <output list>;

<state mapping list>

END TABLE

The table is marked for evaluation anytime any of the <Boolean bits> in the TRIGGERS ON

change either with a zero to one transition, or a one to zero transition. The TRIGGERS ON clause
must specify between 1 and 48 bits. Note that the behavior of the TRIGGERS ON clause is
different here than in the NUMERIC section. A BLOCK only triggers on a zero to one transition.

The <ticks>:<unit> time interval specified by the STALE AFTER clause follows the same rules
as general timer definitions, except the upper limit is 10 minutes (or 600 seconds or 600000
milliseconds).

If the table is not evaluated at least once every <ticks>:<unit> time interval, the data in
considered stale and a critical error is logged and the unit will enter a critical error mode. By
specifying the STALE AFTER value as 0:<unit>, the stale data time-out feature is over-ridden.

The INPUTS and OUTPUTS statement in this table refer to any valid bit or numeric in the system.
They do not necessarily have to be physical I/O or comm link I/O variables. These behaviors are
described in detail in 3.15.1.3 and 3.15.1.4.

The inputs to a look-up table must all be the same type (either bits or numeric variables), and the
outputs must all be of the same type (either bits or numeric variables). However, the inputs do
not have to be the same type as outputs. If the inputs are boolean bits, the maximum that can be
specified is 48. However, if the input is a numeric variable, then only one may be specified. In
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the case of outputs 48 is the maximum. The maximum number of states is 400 except for
interpolated numeric to numeric tables where the limit is 200.

An optional INTERPOLATE keyword can be specified when the input is numeric. It changes the
way the <state mapping list> is interpreted.

The <state mapping list> defines the relationship between the inputs and outputs. The
format of this list depends on the type of the inputs and the outputs as well as the presence of the
INTERPOLATE keyword.

3.15.1.1 State Mapping List

Aside from special entries specific to particular types of input and output combinations, entries in
the state mapping list have the form:

STATE: <input value list> YIELDS: <output value list>;

When a table is executed, the STATE statements are searched and compared to the values of the
inputs from the INPUT statement. When the appropriate STATE or STATEs are found, the outputs
are set according to their YIELDS statements.

In some types of tables, in place of actual values in an <input value list>, there can be “?”.
This indicates a “don’t care” value. It will match any value on that input. Also, in some types of
tables, a “?” may appear in the <output value list> indicating that that output is not modified
for that state mapping.

Some types of tables can have special states that define outputs for input error or input out of
range conditions. These special states are:

UNDEFINED STATE YIELDS: <output value list>;

UNDERRANGE STATE YIELDS: <output value list>;

OVERRANGE STATE YIELDS: <output value list>;

Not all of these special state mappings may appear together. None of them are required in any
table. Some of these state mappings may be illegal for some tables.

The specifics of the valid combinations are defined next.

3.15.1.2 State Mapping -- Boolean Inputs

Tables with boolean inputs can have an UNDEFINED STATE as well as “don’t care” values for the
inputs and “don’t change” values for the outputs. The UNDEFINED STATE must be the last
mapping in the table.
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A table with boolean outputs could look like:

TABLE 1 TRIGGERS ON X AND STALE AFTER 15:SEC;
INPUTS: I1,I3,TEMP OUTPUTS: O2,RED;
STATE: 0, 1, 1 YIELDS: 0, 0;
STATE: 1, ?, ? YIELDS: 1, 1;
UNDEFINED STATE YIELDS: ?, 1;

END TABLE

The table is searched in the order it was defined, from top to bottom. Therefore, “don’t care”
values in the STATE portion can prevent later mappings from being matched.

In this table, 3 bits (I1, I3 and TEMP) are used to define the input parameters, and 2 bits (O2
and RED) are used to define the output parameters. The table is evaluated any time the trigger bit
(X) changes.

The first state in the table specifies that if (I1 = 0) and (I3 = 1) and (TEMP = 1), then set
O2 to 0 and RED to 0.

If (I1 = 1) then, regardless of the states of I3 or TEMP, O2 will be set to 1 and RED will be
set to 1.

If the inputs are (I1 = 0) and (I3 = 0) or (I1 = 0) and (TEMP = 0) then only the
UNDEFINED STATE will match. Thus, RED will be set to 1 and O2 will remain unchanged.

An example of a table lookup with boolean inputs and numeric outputs looks like:

TABLE 35 TRIGGERS ON UPDATE AND STALE AFTER 95:SEC;
INPUTS: I1,I3,TEMP OUTPUTS: NUM1,NUM2;
STATE: 0, 1, 1 YIELDS: 17, 35;
STATE: 1, ?, ? YIELDS: 145, 0;
UNDEFINED STATE YIELDS: ?, 3726;

END TABLE

This table has the same inputs as the first example. However, the outputs are numerics.

The first state in the table specifies that if (I1 = 0) and (I3 = 1) and (TEMP = 1), then set
NUM1 to 17 and NUM2 to 35.

If (I1 = 1) then, regardless of the states of I3 or TEMP, NUM1 will be set to 145 and NUM2
will be set to 0.

If the inputs are (I1 = 0) and (I3 = 0) or (I1 = 0) and (TEMP = 0) then only the
UNDEFINED STATE will match. Thus, NUM1 will remain unchanged and NUM2 will be set to
3726.

3.15.1.3 State Mapping -- Non-Interpolated Numeric Inputs

When the INTERPOLATE keyword is not present on the INPUT statement and the input variable is a
numeric, the table behaves in a way similar to the previously described boolean input table.
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Namely, the table is searched for an exact match of the input variable to a state. When it is
found, the outputs are modified, or not, according to the specified output values.

This type of table does not permit the use of the “don’t care” in the STATE input value list. The
UNDEFINED STATE mapping is permitted.

An example of this kind of table is:

TABLE 86 TRIGGERS ON MS AND STALE AFTER 0:SEC;
INPUTS: CONTACT OUTPUTS: NUM1,NUM2;
STATE: 13 YIELDS: 1, 135;
STATE: 99 YIELDS: 4, ?;
UNDEFINED STATE YIELDS: 1968, 73;

END TABLE

When the table is executed, if CONTACT is 13, outputs NUM1 and NUM2 will be set to 1 and
135 respectively. If CONTACT is 99, then NUM1 will be set to 4 and NUM2 will not be changed.

If CONTACT were 35, the UNDEFINED STATE would be used and NUM1 and NUM2 would be set
to 1968 and 73.

If this table did not have the UNDEFINED STATE and CONTACT was 35 when it was run by the
executive, a critical error would result.

The state mappings should be listed with input values in ascending order. If there is one out of
order, the compiler will generate a severe warning, sort the table itself, and print the new table in
the listing. The resulting application image will contain the sorted code.

Non-interpolated numeric input tables with boolean outputs select their state mappings exactly as
the kind described do and have the same restrictions on “don’t care” input values.

3.15.1.4 State Mapping -- Interpolated Numeric Inputs

Where INTERPOLATE is specified before an INPUT clause defining a numeric input, the behavior
of the table evaluation is determined by the type of the outputs. If the outputs are booleans, then
the output value is determined from the STATE with the value closest to the value of the input. If
they are numerics, then the output value is computed using linear interpolation of the input value,
the two nearest input states and their associated outputs.

The “don’t care” value is not permitted in the STATE input value list for this kind of table. An
UNDERRANGE and an OVERRANGE state are permitted but neither are required. The UNDERRANGE
should be before the regular state mappings and OVERRANGE state afterward. These special state
mappings indicate values for the output when the input is below the lowest input specified or
above the highest output specified.

As with the other type of numeric input table, the state mappings should be listed with input
values in ascending order. If there is one out of order, the compiler will generate a severe
warning, sort the table itself, and print the new table in the listing. The resulting application
image will contain the sorted code.
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An interpolated numeric input table with boolean outputs could look like:

TABLE 73 TRIGGERS ON TRANSLATE AND STALE AFTER 0:SEC;
INTERPOLATE INPUTS: LEVEL OUTPUTS: B1,B0;
STATE: 0 YIELDS: ?, ?;
STATE: 100 YIELDS: 0, 1;
STATE: 200 YIELDS: 1, 0;
STATE: 300 YIELDS: 1, 1;
OVERRANGE STATE YIELDS: 0, 0;

END TABLE

LEVEL is a numeric and B1 and B0 are booleans. When executed, the table is searched for the
state with the value closest to LEVEL. Thus, if LEVEL is between 0 and 50 inclusive, then B1
and B0 are not changed. If LEVEL is in the range of 51 to 150, then B1 is set to 0, and B0 is
set to 1.

If LEVEL is 301 or above, the OVERRANGE STATE will be selected and B1 and B0 will both be
set to 0. If level is -1 or below a critical error will occur when the table is evaluated because
there is no UNDERRANGE STATE.

As can be seen from this example, “don’t change” is valid for boolean outputs on this type of
table.

Interpolated numeric inputs with numeric outputs is the remaining case. For an example of it, use
the table:

TABLE 97 TRIGGERS ON BUMP AND STALE AFTER 22:SEC;
INTERPOLATE INPUTS: X OUTPUTS: Y1,Y2;

UNDERRANGE STATE YIELDS: -20, -20;
STATE: -1000 YIELDS: 0, 0;
STATE: 0 YIELDS: 0, 0;
STATE: 1000 YIELDS: 1000, -1000;
STATE: 2000 YIELDS: 1000, -1000;
OVERRANGE STATE YIELDS: 0, 0;

END TABLE

Here X, Y1, and Y2 are numeric variables. This table forms two limiting functions.
Graphically, they look like:
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When executed, the table is searched for the pair of states which surround the value of X. These
states, with their associated output values, are used to linearly interpolate a value for the outputs.
Thus, if X were -20, then Y1 and Y2 would be calculated as 0. If X were 100, then Y1 and Y2
would be calculated as 100 and -100 respectively.

3.15.1.5 State Mapping -- Options Summary

The following table summarizes the valid combinations of “don’t care”, “don’t change”,
UNDEFINED mapping state, and the OVERRANGE/UNDERRANGE mapping states with the various
kinds of tables.

Input Type
Output
Type

“don’t care”
Inputs

“don’t
change”
Outputs

Undefined
Mapping

Overrange / Underrange
Mapping

Bool Bool • • •

Bool Num • • •

Num Bool • •

Num Num • •

Interp Num Bool • •

Interp Num Num • •

3.15.2 Look Up Table End

The end of table definitions is identified by:

END TABLES
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3.16 NUMERIC LOGIC SECTION

If used, the numeric logic section is specified after the Boolean Logic and Look Up Tables
sections. This portion of the program is identified by:

NUMERIC BEGIN

There can be no more than 75 blocks defined in an application.

3.16.1 Block Format

The purpose of a block is to perform basic math functions on 32 bit integer numbers with top to
bottom execution. The numeric section of the program is divided into blocks, and each block’s
execution is controlled by one or more Boolean bits. The basic format of a block is:

BLOCK <block number> TRIGGERS ON <Boolean bits>
AND STALE AFTER <ticks>:<unit>;

<statements>
END BLOCK

Blocks do not execute in the same manner as the traditional Boolean Logic. (See section
3.19.3.) They do not automatically execute any time a bit or a variable within one changes. They
are marked for execution only when the application logic causes one of the bits in <Boolean bits>
specified by the TRIGGERS ON clause list to make a zero to one transition. The TRIGGERS ON

clause must specify between 1 and 48 bits.

Note that the operation of the block TRIGGERS ON clause is different that that for tables. A table
will trigger on any transition of it’s trigger bits; a block only on rising edges.

Unlike the Boolean section, multiple ASSIGN, EVALUATE, NV.ASSIGN, or NV.EVALUATE statements
may target the same bit or variable.

The block includes a STALE AFTER <ticks>:<unit> clause. The value specified in the
<ticks>:<unit> portion must follow the same rules as a general timer definitions, except the
upper limit is 10 minutes (or 600 seconds or 600000 milliseconds). If this block is not executed
within the time interval specified in the STALE AFTER clause, a critical error will be logged and
the unit will enter a critical error mode. By specifying the STALE AFTER value as 0:<unit>, the
stale data time-out feature is over-ridden.

The compiler defines an error bit for each block. This bit, named EVALUATE.MATH.ERROR.x, is
set on any execution of the block in which an overflow or out of range condition occurs. It is
cleared on any execution in which this does not occur. The ‘x’ indicates the number of the
numeric block with which it is associated.

There are five types of statements that are valid within the NUMERIC section:

• EVALUATE statements

• NV.EVALUATE statements

• IF THEN ELSE statements
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• ASSIGN statements

• NV.ASSIGN statements

3.16.2 Evaluate Statements

The EVALUATE statement can only appear in the NUMERIC section, This is how math operations
are computed and assigned to variables. The basic format is:

EVALUATE <numeric expression> TO <numeric variable list>;

The <numeric expression> is used to compute math values. The operations available are:

Symbol Function

[ ] Array index

SQRT square root

ABS absolute value

− negation

*,MUL /,DIV %,MOD multiply, divide, remainder

+, − add, subtract

This list indicates the precedence from highest to lowest. Operators with the same precedence are
evaluated from left to right, and operator precedence may be changed by using parenthesis.

A single EVALUATE statement may assign to no more than 32 numerics.

Note that in the NUMERIC section, * and + do not indicate boolean operations but rather the
numeric multiplication and addition.

Operands can be variables or constants. Constant operand values can be integer values or named
constants defined in the CONSTANTS section.

Example statements:

EVALUATE X+1 TO X;

EVALUATE (SPEED * 24) + SLIP TO TEMP_SPEED;

EVALUATE (2 * PI * RADIUS) TO CIRCUMFERENCE;

EVALUATE Code2idx[TRACK_CIRCUIT_ID] TO TRACK_CIRCUIT_INDEX;

EVALUATE ARRAY1[ ARRAY2[ Y * 5 + Z ] + X ] TO OUT;

3.16.2.1 Non-vital Evaluate Statements

Like the ASSIGN statement in the BOOLEAN section, the EVALUATE statement has a nonfatal form.
It looks like

NV.EVALUATE <numeric expression> TO <numeric variable list>;
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The NV.EVALUATE is written and operates the same as EVALUATE with the exception that the
executive will bypass some of the vital techniques in order to execute the NV.EVALUATE more
quickly. The operands and result of a NV.EVALUATE are always stored vitally.

The compiler will generate a severe warning if an attempt is made to do a NV.EVALUATE to a vital
numeric variable. An ordinary warning will be generated if an EVALUATE uses a non-vital
numeric variable as its target.

A single NV.EVALUATE statement may assign to no more than 32 numerics.

3.16.2.2 Numeric Variables and Math Errors

When numeric variables are created, they must be completely defined with a valid range, a
starting value, and an error value. As the numeric blocks are being executed, math checking is
performed on all numeric variables. Two different types of error checking are performed:

1. Overflows, Underflows and Zero Divide: Any math operation which yields a number out of
range will result in an error condition. Examples of this type of error would be a divide by
zero, or attempting to create a number that is out of the range of -2,147,483,648 to
2,147,483,647. These type of errors can occur during any point in the evaluation process.

2. Range Errors: When numeric variables are defined, their valid range may be specified. This
type of error occurs when the result of an evaluate statement does not fall within the range
defined. This error only occurs after the entire statement has been solved.

If during any EVALUATE statement, either of these two type of errors have occurred, the numeric
variable which is the object of the statement will be assigned the “error value” and the system bit
EVALUATE.MATH.ERROR.x will be set (where “x” is the number given in the NUMERIC BLOCK

definition). An event will also be placed into the event queue to identify that a math error
occurred. It is the responsibility of the application logic program to determine how to handle this
condition.

The ability to shutdown or reset the entire unit because of a math error is available. This is done
by assigning the EVALUATE.MATH.ERROR.x bit to the KILL or RESET system bit in the BOOLEAN
section.

To demonstrate the Math Errors, the following fragment will be used:

NUMERIC VARIABLES

count, temp;

NUMERIC ATTRIBUTES

count: RANGES FROM -10 TO 1000

INITIALIZED WITH 100 AND -10 WHEN ERROR;

EVALUATE (count * temp) / 35 TO count;
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For the first example, assume count is 520 and temp is 40. When solving this equation,
count * temp is 20800. Although this variable has a valid range of -10 to 1000, this is not
an error condition because the statement is not completely solved. Next, count * temp (or
20800) is divided by 35, yielding 594. Since this is in range, no error is logged.

However, if temp is 1879048192 and count is 2 then count * temp yields 3758096384
which is outside the range which can be represented by Microlok II. Thus, a math error would be
generated, and count would be set to -10.

3.16.2.3 Array Index and Math Errors

Because the value of an array index cannot be determined at compile time, it is possible for an
expression to attempt to access an element of an array which is not defined. For example take the
code fragments:

ARRAYS

the.array[6] = {31, 30, 6, 5, 3, 0};

.

.

EVALUATE 0 TO index;

EVALUATE the.array[index] TO first.bad.one;

EVALUATE 1 + index TO index;

EVALUATE the.array[index] TO first.good.one;

EVALUATE index + 6 TO index;

EVALUATE the.array[index] TO second.bad.one;

The first access to the.array will generate a math error because index is less than 1. The
value of first.bad.one will be set to the error value defined for it or 0 if none was specified
in the application.

The second access to the.array will occur without fanfare. A value of 31 will be placed into
first.good.one.

In the third case, an error will also occur. Because index is greater than 6, the highest index
defined for the.array, the error value for second.bad.one will be used for the result.

As with other kinds of math errors, the EVALUATE.MATH.ERROR.x bit will also be set for the
block in which the trouble occurred.

3.16.2.4 Special Functions

In order to support specialized functions such as internal elapsed time sources and other
specialized interface boards, a special form of the EVALUATE statement is provided. This form
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allows only a single special function call in the <numeric expression> portion of the statement.
No other operations are permitted in this type of evaluate statement. It looks like

EVALUATE <special function and parameters> TO
<numeric variable list>;

To create a standard ‘application’ program, the ability for the application to directly call an
‘executive’ special function will be made available using this feature. Although this feature is not
envisioned for use in standard wayside products, it will provide a means by which ‘specialized
hardware’ can be accessed by the application via an interface in the executive. The basic format
of this special function reference will be:

EXECUTIVE_FUNCTION(<exec fn number>[,<variable list>])

The execution of the EVALUATE statement which contains this function caused a call the
executive routine <exec fn number> with the numeric variables specified in <numeric
variable list>. The variables may be written as well as read by the executive routine. That
is, when the executive routine is called, the values of the variables will be passed to the executive
routine. Depending on the particular routine that is executed, the parameters may be modified.
When the executive routine completes, the values will be copied back to the application’s
numeric variables. Some executive functions may allow the variable list to contain constants.
The function will return a numeric value. Up to 10 numeric variables may be in the <numeric
variable list>, and the list may be empty.

3.16.3 Mixed Boolean/Numeric Expressions

Within the NUMERIC section, IF THEN ELSE, ASSIGN, and NV.ASSIGN statements can use both
numeric variables and boolean bits for operands. With this restriction: the result of any
expression must be a boolean value. This restriction is met by the use of relational operators
which compare the relative values of two numeric operands and return a boolean result.

Symbol Function

[ ] Array index

SQRT square root

ABS absolute value

− negation

*,MUL /,DIV %,MOD multiply, divide, remainder

+, − add, subtract

<, <=, =, <>, >=, > relational

~,!,NOT boolean NOT

&,AND,* boolean AND

|,OR,+ @,^,XOR boolean OR, boolean XOR

Operators at the same precedence level are evaluated in order from left to right.
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Note that in the NUMERIC section, * and + do not indicate boolean operations but rather the
numeric multiplication and addition. Using * and + with boolean operands will result in a
compiler error.

Constant operand values can be integer values or named constants.

An example of an expression using both Numeric variables and Boolean bits is

(ARRAY1[X*5+Y] > 7*Z) AND (8+SPEED < LIMIT)

This expression could appear in the conditional part of an IF statement or in the left hand side of
an ASSIGN or NV.ASSIGN.

3.16.3.1 Mixed Expression Error Handling

Because the safe state of a mixed expression is undefined, if an overflow occurs in the midst of
processing a one, EVALUATE.MATH.ERROR.x is not used. Instead, a critical error occurs
immediately.

3.16.4 IF Statements

A conditional IF THEN ELSE statement is available within BLOCKS. The format is:

IF <Mixed Boolean/Numeric expression> THEN

<ASSIGN statements>

<NV.ASSIGN statements>

<IF statements>

<NV.EVALUATE statements>

<EVALUATE statements>

ELSE

<ASSIGN statements>

<NV.ASSIGN statements>

<IF statements>

<NV.EVALUATE statements>

<EVALUATE statements>

END IF

The <Mixed Boolean/Numeric expression> represents any expression yielding a boolean
result that would be valid in an ASSIGN statement. The body of the IF and of the ELSE may
contain any number of ASSIGN or EVALUATE statements or their non-vital counterparts. The ELSE
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clause is optional. IF statements may be nested (i.e., you can have an IF inside of another IF)
but not to a depth greater than 10.

IF (BOARD1.TRACKA.NORMAL AND 1TK) AND (COUNT > 10567) THEN
ASSIGN I1 AND I2 TO O1;
ASSIGN I3 TO O2;

ELSE
ASSIGN I1 AND NOT I2 TO O1;
EVALUATE TEMP + 1 TO TEMP;

END IF

In this program segment, an if statement is used to control how and when O1, O2, and TEMP
are assigned values. The manner in which this program segment is executed is:

- Evaluate the expression (BOARD1.TRACKA.NORMAL AND 1TK) AND
(COUNT > 10567)

- If the expression evaluated to TRUE (or 1), then
evaluate the assignment and evaluate statement(s) under the IF section.

- If the expression evaluated to FALSE (or 0), then
evaluate the assignment and evaluate statement(s) under the ELSE section.

There is no non-vital form of the IF statement. It is always executed using all of the vital
techniques. However, non-vital assigns and evaluates may be contained with in either clause of
the IF statement.

3.16.5 ASSIGN Statements in Blocks

The same basic ASSIGN statement that is available for use in the BOOLEAN LOGIC section of the
program is available for use in the NUMERIC section of the program. Although ASSIGN statements
can only be used to assign a value to a boolean bit, numeric variables may be referenced in the
statement. For example:

ASSIGN (speed > 235) TO over.speed;

In this example, speed is a numeric variable and over.speed is a boolean bit. If the expression
(speed > 235) is true, then over.speed is assigned true (or one), otherwise it is assigned
false (or zero).

3.16.6 NV.ASSIGN Statements in Blocks

Like the ASSIGN statement, the NV.ASSIGN statement is also available in the NUMERIC section of
the program. They behave and are defined as the ASSIGN statement in the NUMERIC section does
with the exception that the executive bypasses certain vital techniques in order to execute the
non-vital form faster.
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3.16.7 Block End

Once all of the statements for a NUMERIC BLOCK have been specified, the end of the block is
identified:

END BLOCK

3.16.8 Numeric Section End

Once all numeric block have been specified, the end of the numeric section is identified by:

END NUMERIC

3.16.9 Complete Numeric Block Grammar Example

NUMERIC BEGIN

BLOCK <block number> TRIGGERS ON <Boolean bit>
AND STALE AFTER <ticks>:<unit>;

ASSIGN statements;
EVALUATE <numeric expression> TO <numeric variable list>;
IF <expression> THEN
ASSIGN statements;
EVALUATE statements;
ELSE
EVALUATE statements;
ASSIGN statements;
END IF

END BLOCK

END NUMERIC

Within the NUMERIC section, up to 75 NUMERIC BLOCKs may be specified.

3.17 LOGIC TARGET RULES

Not all bits or numerics can be used as a target of a logic statement. Also, depending on the type
of logic statement, only one or multiple statements may use the same bit or numeric to receive
their results. Specifically, the rules governing this can be stated as:

No bit or numeric specified above as READ or READ ONLY may be used as the target of an
ASSIGN, NV.ASSIGN, EVALUATE, NV.EVALUATE, or table.

Any bit or numeric that may be a target, may only be a target in exactly one logic section of the
application. The logic sections are the boolean, numeric and table.

Only the numeric section may have the same bit or numeric as a target for multiple ASSIGN,
NV.ASSIGN, EVALUATE, or NV.EVALUATE statement. All other sections may have the bit or
numeric used as a target only once.
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3.18 BOOLEAN AND NUMERIC EXPRESSION RULES

Numeric expressions are used in EVALUATE and NV.EVALUATE statements. These statements
consist of any of the operators described in Section 3.16.2 and any numeric variables, constants,
and arrays. The compiler generates the application image with instructions to evaluate this
expression using reverse polish notation, expecting to use a stack to hold the operands and
intermediate results. If an expression results in a sequence of operations generated by the
compiler that requires a stack that has more than 20 elements, the compiler will produce an error.
Also, an expression may not contain more than 20 operators including array accesses.

Boolean expressions are used in ASSIGN, NV.ASSIGN, and IF statements. These statements may
consist of any of the operators described in Section 3.16.3 and any numeric or boolean variables
constants or numeric arrays. The compiler generates these expressions in the application image
assuming two stacks and evaluation using reverse polish notation. One of the stacks is used for
numeric operands and intermediate numeric results. The other stack is used for boolean variables
an intermediate results. If an expression results in a sequence of operations generated by the
compiler that requires either the numeric or the boolean stack to hold more than 20 elements, the
compiler will produce an error. Also, an expression may not contain more than 60 operators of
any kind or more than 20 numeric operators including array accesses.

3.19 PROGRAM END

All programs must terminate with the line:

END PROGRAM

3.20 PROGRAM EXECUTION

Because Microlok II executes logic only on state changes, some more explanation about the
relative order of processing is useful.

3.20.1 Boolean Logic - ASSIGN Statements

The Microlok II Boolean logic section of the program does not execute in the same manner as a
typical computer program. A Microlok II program only executes those ASSIGN or NV.ASSIGN
statements that need to be re-evaluated based on changes. Microlok II maintains a special data
structure called a Logic Evaluation List, which holds a list of assignment statements that must be
re-evaluated based on changes. For example, whenever an input in the system changes, the
executive software will mark all equations that use that input bit. These equations are marked by
‘placing’ them on the trigger list. When the equations are executed they are removed from the
trigger list. By supporting this data structure, only those portions of the program that must be re-
evaluated will be processed.

The Logic Evaluation List is actually divided into two separate lists. Since relay logic follows a
‘break before make’ rule, the Logic Evaluation Lists are divided into BREAK and MAKE lists.
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NV.ASSIGN statements are executed in the same manner as the vital ASSIGN statement and at the
same priority.

A maximum of 499 statements can be awaiting execution at any time on each of the execution
queues for ASSIGN and NV.ASSIGN statements.

For a detailed description on the Boolean logic feature, refer to either the Microlok or Microtrax
Service Manuals.

If a Microlok II program only contains a BOOLEAN section with ASSIGN statements, the program
will execute in the same manner as Microlok or Microtrax.

3.20.2 Look-Up Tables

The execution of Look-Up Tables is controlled by the Boolean bits of the program. Each Look-
Up Table has a TRIGGERS ON clause which specifies when the Look-Up Table will be evaluated.
When ever any of these controlling bits change, the Look-Up Table will be marked for execution.
Similar to the Boolean Logic, a Table Trigger List will contain a list of all tables that are marked
for execution.

The following defines when Look-Up Tables will be triggered and executed:

1. Anytime a bit that is used in a TRIGGERS ON clause has a transition, the Look-Up Table
which is controlled by that bit is marked for execution. A table is marked for execution by
placing it on the Table Trigger List. Tables are marked for execution in the order in which
the TRIGGERS ON bits where set. A maximum of 99 tables may await execution at any one
time.

2. Look-Up Tables only execute after the Boolean Logic has reached a stable state (i.e., no
equations on the Boolean Logic trigger list).

Look-Up Tables are evaluated in the following manner:

1. When the table is re-evaluated, the current state of all of the input parameters are determined.

2. The table is evaluated according to the rules for its type of inputs and outputs and the
INTERPOLATE keyword. (Refer to Section 3.21.1.4 and Section 3.21.1.5.)

3. The values of the output parameters will be assigned to the output variables. If these are
Boolean bits, all appropriate events will be triggered (including ASSIGN statements, NUMERIC
blocks and other Look-Up TABLES).

Once started, a Look-Up Table will be completely evaluated before any other logic is processed.
After the table is evaluated, the stale data time-out is restarted. Refer to the Table Definition
section for complete information about stale data time outs.
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3.20.3 Numeric Blocks

The execution of the numeric portion of the program is controlled by the Boolean bits of the
program. Each numeric block has one or more Boolean bits that control the block’s execution.
Whenever one of these Boolean bits has a zero to one transition, the block will be marked for
execution. The following rules define how numeric blocks are triggered and when they are
executed:

1. Anytime a bit that is used in a TRIGGERS ON clause has a zero to one transition, the numeric
block which is controlled by that bit is marked for execution. A numeric block is marked for
execution by placing it on the Numeric Block Trigger List. Numeric Blocks are marked for
execution in the order in which the TRIGGERS ON bits where set. A maximum of 99 tables
may await execution at any one time.

2. Numeric Blocks only execute after the Boolean Logic has reached a stable state (i.e., no
equations on the Boolean Logic trigger list) and no Look-Up Tables are pending execution
(i.e., the Look-Up Table trigger list is empty).

Numeric Blocks are executed in the following manner:

1. The blocks are executed in a one-pass, top to bottom manner.

2. Once started, numeric blocks execute until completion. No other kind of logic execution will
interrupt it. A block may be interrupted by input change. Each statement (either ASSIGN or
EVALUATE, and their non-vital counterparts or IF THEN ELSE) will be executed in the order in
which they are specified.

3. If any assignments are made to Boolean Bits, the equations which they trigger will be placed
on the trigger list. If the bit is a controlling bit, i.e. part of the TRIGGERS ON clause, then that
BLOCK or TABLE will be placed on the appropriate trigger list.

4. Once all statements is this numeric block are executed, the system will then continue with
other logic processing.

After the numeric block is executed, the stale data time-out is restarted. Refer to Numeric Block
Format section for complete information about stale data time outs.

3.21 NOTES, WARNINGS AND EXAMPLES

There are several caveats for logic processing features that are new with Microlok II.

3.21.1 Look Up Table Evaluation

Behavior of Look Up Tables depends on the type of inputs and outputs as well as the presence of
the INTERPOLATE input qualifier. Several cases will be described to illustrate the possible
behaviors.
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3.21.1.1 Boolean Inputs

Tables with boolean inputs are always searched in the order they are defined. Thus, the presence
of “don’t care” states can prevent other states later in the table (that would also match) from
being found.

When defining these states in the table, it is important to list them in an order that does not lead
to ambiguous states. This happens with the use of “don’t cares”. The following table
demonstrates this problem:

TABLE 1 TRIGGERS ON A AND STALE AFTER 1:MIN;
INPUTS: I1,I2,I3 OUTPUTS: O1,O2;
STATE: 0, 0, 1 YIELDS: 0, 0;
STATE: 0, 1, ? YIELDS: 1, 0;
STATE: 1, 0, 0 YIELDS: ?, 0;
STATE: 0, 1, 1 YIELDS: 0, 1;
UNDEFINED STATE YIELDS: 0, 0;

END TABLE

When the table is re-evaluated, the values of I1, I2 and I3 are used to determine the values for
O1 and O2. The table is searched for a match from top to bottom.

• If the input pattern is (0,0,1), the output pattern will be (0,0).

• If the input pattern is (0,1,1), the output pattern will be (1,0). Although this input
pattern matches the last state in the table, the second state of (0,1,?) also matches.
Since this appears first in the table, it is used. The (0,1) YIELDS statement can never
be selected.

If the input pattern does not match any of the defined states, the values of the UNDEFINED
STATE will be used.

3.21.1.2 Numeric Inputs Without Interpolate

With numeric inputs, the “don’t care” state is treated differently. Because only one numeric
input is allowed, if the “don’t care” were allowed to be in the middle of the table, it would
prevent any states after it from being reached. Therefore, it is always checked last by the
executive regardless of where it is defined.

Consider the table:

TABLE 32 TRIGGERS ON Trig AND STALE AFTER 30:sec;

INPUTS: NUM_IN OUTPUTS: NUM_OUT;

STATE: 2 YIELDS: ?;

STATE: 3 YIELDS: 1;

STATE: 8 YIELDS: 4;

STATE: 14 YIELDS: 2;
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UNDEFINED STATE YIELDS: 3;

END TABLE

Whenever the table is evaluated, the states are searched for the value of NUM_IN. The table is
searched in an efficient fashion in order to find the matching state most quickly.

• If the input value is 14, the output value will be set to 2.

• If the input value is 8, the output value will be set to 4. Because this is a numeric
input table, the “don’t care” state is considered last.

• If the input value is 2, then the value of NUM_OUT remains unchanged.

• If the input value is 35, then NUM_OUT is set to 3.

3.21.1.3 No State Match Found

Both of the previous examples included states that would match if the input value was not listed
in the table. A table can be constructed without these “don’t care” values.

(Extreme care should be exercised when using undefined and “don’t care” values. Incorrect
usage can potentially result in unsafe situations.)

If, during execution of the table, no matching state is found, a critical error will occur.

3.21.1.4 Interpolated Numeric Inputs / Boolean Outputs

In tables with numeric inputs and the INTERPOLATE qualifier specified, the search does not
attempt to find an exact match. In this type of table, when the outputs are boolean, state is used
that has the closest match to the input value.

OVERRANGE and UNDERRANGE states define the behavior of the table for out of range input values.
When neither of these states are specified, the valid input range of the table is from the minimum
value state through the maximum value state. Thus, if an input is below the value of the state
with the minimum value, a critical error will result. For instance, consider the table:

TABLE 33 TRIGGERS ON Trig AND STALE AFTER 30:sec;

INTERPOLATE INPUTS: NUM_IN OUTPUTS: N3, N2, N1;

STATE: 3 YIELDS: 0, 0, 1; //#1

STATE: 14 YIELDS: 0, 1, 0; //#2

STATE: 13 YIELDS: 0, 1, 1; //#3

STATE: 8 YIELDS: 1, 0, 0; //#4

STATE: 2 YIELDS: 1, 0, 1; //#5

OVERRANGE STATE YIELDS: 1, 1, 0; //#6
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END TABLE

Note that the compiler will generate an severe warning because this table is not properly sorted.

• If NUM_IN is 8, then the outputs (N3, N2, N1) will be set to (1,0,0). See
mapping #4.

• If NUM_IN is 6, then the outputs will be set to (1,0,0) because the input value, 6,
is closer to 8 than it is to 3. See mappings #4 and #1.

• If NUM_IN is 5, then the outputs will be set to (0,0,1). See mappings #1 and #4.

• If NUM_IN is 1, then a critical error will result because the lowest value for the input
in the table is 2 (in mapping #5) and the input value, 1, is less than that and there is no
UNDERRANGE state specified.

• If NUM_IN is 15, then the output values will be set to (1,1,0) as defined in the
OVERRANGE state. See mapping #6.

Thus, if the input value is above the maximum value in the STATE part of the table, the
OVERRANGE state will be used if present. If the input value is less than the minimum value in the
STATE part of the table, the UNDERRANGE state will be used if present. In either case, if the
OVERRANGE or UNDERRANGE states are absent, a critical error will result.

3.21.1.5 Interpolated Numeric Inputs / Numeric Outputs

Tables defined with the INTERPOLATE qualifier on numeric inputs and having numeric outputs
are not searched for an exact match either. They are searched for a pair of states in which one is
greater than and one is less than the input value.

Like the case of interpolated numeric input and boolean output, the UNDERRANGE and OVERRANGE
states define behavior when the input is out of the range of the defined inputs. In the same way,
these states define values for the output when the input is out of range. Take this table:

TABLE 97 TRIGGERS ON BUMP AND STALE AFTER 22:SEC;

INTERPOLATE INPUTS: X OUTPUTS: Y;

STATE: 0 YIELDS: 0;

STATE: 1000 YIELDS: 500;

STATE: 2000 YIELDS: 250;

OVERRANGE STATE YIELDS: 252;

END TABLE

When the table is evaluated:
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• If X is 0, then Y will be set to 0.

• If X is 500, then Y will be set to 250.

• If X is 1000, then Y will be set to 500.

• If X is 1500, then Y will be set to 375.

• If X is 2000, then Y will be set to 250.

• If X is -1, then a critical error will result when the table is evaluated because the lowest valued
state is 0 and no UNDERRANGE state is defined.

• If X is 2001, then Y will be set to 252 as defined in the OVERRANGE state.

The output values are computed from the table using the following algorithm

1. The table is searched until the first STATE with a value less than or equal to the input is found.
This state is referred to as X1 and its output value as Y1

2. The next state is referred to as X2 and its output value as Y2.

3. An assumption is made that a straight line can connect (X1,Y1) and (X2,Y2).

4. The slope of this line is computed as (Y2 - Y1)/(X2 - X1).

5. If the input value is referred to as X and the output of the table as Y, then the output is
computed as Y = Y1 + Slope * (X - X1)

This diagram is useful in understanding the algorithm:

X1 X2X

Y2

Y

Y1

3.21.2 Priority of Execution

The various logic features have the following priorities, from highest to lowest:

1. ASSIGN and NV.ASSIGN statements in the BOOLEAN section. These are triggered in the ‘break
before make’ fashion. All breaks are executed before makes.
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2. Look-Up Tables are executed in the ordered in which their TRIGGERS ON bits change. Once
started, the entire table is evaluated before any other logic.

3. Numeric Blocks are executed in the ordered in which their TRIGGERS ON bits are set. Once
started, the entire block is executed before any other logic.

4. Coded output code rate changes are performed after the system has reached stability.

3.21.3 Stability

Since Microlok II is an event driven system, outputs can only be delivered once the system
reaches a stable state. Stability is reached when no logic is pending execution; this includes
Boolean logic, Tables and Numeric Blocks. By waiting for system stability before outputs are
delivered, there is no chance of ‘intermediate results’ being delivered. (Note: Coded Outputs are
not directly generated by the logic, so they are delivered independently of system stability).
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4. THE MICROLOK II LOGIC COMPILER

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the command line operation of the Microlok II logic compiler and the
formats of its output files. This chapter also covers the specific consistency checks that the
compiler performs on the user’s application. The compiler is a 32-bit Windows compatible
program. Details of the program language are included in chapter 3.

4.2 DEFAULT EXTENSIONS

If the user does not supply filename extensions, the compiler will assign the following extensions
by default:

File Type Extension

application source ML2

listing MLL

maintenance tool symbol MLD

application MLP

4.3 RUNNING THE COMPILER

The compiler is invoked by entering the following command line prompt:

MLK2COMP [<switches>] sourcefile[.ext]

The <switches> are as follows:

Syntax Function

-n Suppresses the inclusion of bit names in application image. The use of
this switch forces a symbol file to be generated.

-d[<filename>] Generates a Symbol Name file. If no <filename> is given, the Symbol
Name file will be given the name of the source file followed by the
default Symbol File extension.

The compiler will return a non-zero value to the command processor if there were any errors
during compilation or if there was any problem with the form or content of the command line.
Otherwise, it will return zero.

4.4 OUTPUT IMAGE FILE

The primary output of the compiler is a memory image. This file is formatted as Motorola S2/S8
Records as described in “M68000 Family Programmer’s Reference Manual,” Appendix C.
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The Initial PROM Table as described in “Application PROM Table Structure” will begin at the
lowest address in this file. Unless overridden on the command line, this address is dependent on
the kind of application specified in the “PROGRAM” statement.

The following table provides the default base address and maximum size for each type of
application:

Application Type Base Address Maximum Size

Microlok II 0x00200000 2 MByte

Microcab II 0x00100000 1 MByte

4.5 LISTING INFORMATION

The listing file provides information about compiler-generated information in the application, as
well as reports about usage of various resources defined in the application. The listing will show
the date of compilation, and the version number and date of the compiler.

4.5.1 Source Listing

First in the listing is the source listing. It shows warnings, severe warnings, and errors as they
relate to source lines. The listing also shows relevant statement numbers assigned by the
compiler. Each line of the source listing has the form:

<line number> [<statement number>] <text of original source
line>

If a line does not have an associated statement number, the <statement number> portion of
the line will appear blank. Lines that will have statement numbers will be those with ASSIGN,
NV.ASSIGN, EVALUATE, NV.EVALUATE, or IF statements.

The compiler generates statement numbers to aid in debugging. Errors and warnings reported by
the executive refer to statements by statement number.

Warning, severe warning, and error messages in addition to any additional information that they
may generate will be interspersed between the source listing lines.

4.5.2 Application Image Identification

After the source listing, the compiler presents enough information to correctly match the listing to
the application. This information consists of:

• Target type -- Microlok II or MicroCab II

• CRC of application image as used by the Microlok II Maintenance tool.

• Checksum that would be seen on Flash EPROM programmer.
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4.5.2.1 I/O Board Address Jumper Settings

The wiring and I/O board address jumper settings are dependent on the organization of the
Microlok II program’s I/O section. To emphasize this, these settings are listed separately from
the rest of the I/O board information. For each defined board, the compiler lists:

• Board name as defined in the application

• Board type

• A text picture of switch positions drawn with | and - characters

4.5.3 Unusual Numeric Summary

To call attention to the numeric variables with non-default minimum, maximum, error, or initial
values, the compiler generates a table listing the following:

• Numeric variable name

• Numeric variable id number

• Minimum value

• Maximum value

• Error value

• Initial value

4.5.4 Unused Variable Summary

In order to call attention to variables that the system or the user defined but never used in logic,
the compiler will generate a list of such bits. I/O points defined as SPARE will not appear in this
list. It looks like:

<id number> <id name> <bit type>

4.5.5 Unassigned User-Defined Variable Summary

In order to call attention to variables that the user defined but were never assigned a value, the
complier will generate a list of unassigned user-defined variables. This list will not include user-
defined INPUTs, because inputs cannot be the object of an ASSIGN or NV.ASSIGN statement.
The list looks like:

<id number> <id name> <bit type>

4.5.6 Unused User-Defined Variable Summary

In order to call attention to variables that the user defined but did not use, the complier will
generate a list of unused user-defined variables. The list looks like:

<id number> <id name> <bit type>
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4.5.7 Bit Usage Summary

Information about each bit used in the system is also displayed in a table. This table lists the id
number and id name. Also listed is the number of times it is used as a front contact, a back
contact, a block trigger, a table trigger or a coded output.

Variables in numeric blocks may be assigned to multiple times. If the bit has multiple
assignments to it, the next column shows the number of assignments. If there is only one, this
column is blank.

After this, the compiler will list which type of target the variable is: assign, non-vital assign,
input, user item, table or system.

Following this is the vitality of the bit. The table will indicate if the bit is vital or non-vital.

Next the nature of the definition is displayed. It indicates if the bit is an internal, user
configuration, output or input.

For example, part of a table might look like:

ID# ID Name FRONT BACK BLOCK TABLE CODE ASGN TARG VITAL

14 34R 0 0 0 0 0 ASGN VITAL OUT

123 1ASR 1 3 0 0 0 ASGN VITAL INT

125 TRIG 0 0 1 1 0 ASGN VITAL INT

126 ERROR 0 0 0 0 0 23 NASGN NON INT

4.5.8 Numeric Usage Summary

Information about each numeric used in the system is displayed in a different table from the bits.
Like the bit usage summary, the numeric table begins with the id number and id name.

The next column shows the number of statements that use the variable as a target. If there is only
one, this column is blank.

After this, the compiler will list which type of target the variable is: evaluate, non-vital evaluate,
input, user item, table or system.

The table then shows the vitality and the nature of the definition. The nature of the definition is
either internal, user, input or output.

If the numeric is defined as an input or output, the listing will show the board and position or link
and station where the bit is defined.

For example, part of a table might look like:
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ID# ID Name EVAL TARG VITAL

300 SPEED 1 EVAL VITAL OUT LINK:SHARED, OUT:10

364 ELAPSED 3 NEVAL NON INT

365 TRIG 5 IN VITAL IN LINK:SHARED, IN:25

4.5.9 I/O Board Summary

I/O boards are summarized as the name and type of the board as well as the state any
configuration parameters belonging to it. Entries for all boards will show the state of the enable
as defined in the application as well as its fixed or adjustable status.

4.5.10 Comm Link Summary

Comm Links are summarized as the name and protocol of the link as well as the state any
configuration parameters belonging to it. Entries for all links will show the state of the enable as
defined in the application as well as its fixed or adjustable status.

Also, the enabled state of each of the stations on the link will be displayed.

4.5.11 System Level Configurable Parameters

The state of all of the system level configuration parameters is summarized by the compiler along
with their adjustability.

These parameters are:

• ApplicationChecksum

• ExecutiveChecksum

• Event.Threshold.0-24

• Logic.Timeout

• PC.Vital.Config.Date

• PC.NV.Config.Date

• Front.Vital.Config.Date

• Front.NV.Config.Date

• Password

• Debug.Port.Address

• Debug.Port.Baudrate
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4.6 COMPILER CHECKS

In the course of processing the source file, the compiler can generate errors, warnings, and severe
warnings. Errors are generated in response to source code that cannot be interpreted by the
compiler as a meaningful program. Severe warnings are generated when the user input can be
interpreted as a usable program, but the compiler makes corrections to the source code. Sever
warnings are intended to notify the programmer of what corrections the compiler has made.
Warnings are generated for inputs that may cause safe, but unusable behavior.

The following are a few examples of source code problems that would cause the various classes
of messages to occur:

Warnings (an application image is generated and can be used): Any board or link defined as
FIXED and disabled.

Severe warnings (an application image is generated): The user must check any of the following
conditions to determine if a problem will result:

• Non-vital assignment to vital bit.

• Non-vital evaluate to vital numeric.

• Numeric input tables defined in an unsorted manner.

Errors (an application image is not generated):

• Syntax errors

• Use of undefined bits

4.7 USING THE REVERSE COMPILER

The MICROLOK II compiler (mlk2comp.exe) lets you compile the application (.ML2 file). This
will produce two files – one with a .MLL extension and one with a .MLP.

Follow these steps to run the reverse compiler:

1. At the DOS prompt, type this command line:

mlkiirevcomp applname.mlp resultsFileName

If the "results" filename already exists, the reverse compiler will ask if the file
should be overwritten.

2. Enter ‘Y’ to overwrite the file.
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Note that entering ‘N’ terminates the program; the program will prompt the user to
re-run the reverse compiler with a different result file name.

Alternatively, this command line can be used:

mlkiirevcomp –o filename.mlp resultsFileName

The "–o" option causes the results file name to be automatically overwritten if the
file already exists.

4.7.1 Differences Between the Original Application and the Reverse-Compiled
Application

Note these differences between the original application and the one that was reverse-compiled:

• If FIXED or ADJUSTABLE is not defined in the application, FIXED will be used in
the reverse compiled application.

• In the COMM section, if the following properties are not defined in the original
application the default values listed will be used in the reverse compiled application.

PORT: No default.
POINT.POINT: 0 for slaves and 1 for masters
BAUD: 300 for GENISYS and 2400 for MICROLOK
STOPBITS: 1
PARITY: NONE
KEY.ON.DELAY: 12
KEY.OFF.DELAY: 12

• For a MICROLOK link, if the following properties are not defined in the original
application the default values listed below will be used in the reverse compiled
application.

MASTER.TIMEOUT: 500 MSEC
STALE.DATA.TIMEOUT: 4000 MSEC
POLLING INTERVAL: 50 MSEC
INTERBYTE.TIMEOUT: 0 MSEC

• For a GENISYS link, if the following properties are not defined in the original
application the default values listed below will be used in the reverse compiled
application.

MASTER.TIMEOUT: 500 MSEC
STALE.DATA.TIMEOUT: 30 000 MSEC
POLLING.INTERVAL: 50 MSEC
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CARRIER.MODE: CONSTANT
SECURE.MODE: ON
MASTER.CHECKBACK: OFF
CRC.SIZE: 16

• For a Shared RAM link, if the STALE.DATA.TIMEOUT is not defined in the
original application the default value 500 MSEC will be used in the reverse compiled
application.

• If the ATTRIBUTES for a numeric variable are defined in the original application,
they are reproduced in the reverse compiled application. For all other numeric
variables in the original application, the default attributes are listed in the reverse
compiled application. The default attributes are:

INITIAL: 0
MINIMUM: -2 147 483 648
MAXIMUM: 2 147 483 647
ERROR: 0

• Regardless of the order of the TIMER BITS definitions in the original application, in
the reverse compiled application, all fixed timers are defined, followed by all
adjustable timers.

• In the LOG section, if the LOCAL_IO keyword is used in the original application, the
reverse compiled application will list all of the local IO and not reproduce the
keyword. The same is true for the keywords COMM_IO and APPLICATION_VARS.

• Any CONSTANTS defined in the original application are not re-produced in the
reverse compiled application.

• In the CONFIGURATION SYSTEM section, if the following properties are not
defined in the original application the default values listed will be used in the reverse
compiled application.

DEBUG_PORT_ADDRESS: 1
DEBUG_PORT_BAUDRATE: 4800
LOGIC_TIMEOUT: 1 SEC
DELAY_RESET: 0

• For the USER BITS and USER NUMERICS sections, if no default value is given in
the original application, then a default of 0 is assumed in the reverse compiled
application.
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• In the LOGIC section, the * operator is replaced with AND and parentheses added
around the expression e.g. A*B becomes (A AND B). The ~ operator is replaced with
NOT, and the + operator is replaced with OR and parentheses added around the
expression.
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5. UPLOADING THE APPLICATION PROGRAM TO MICROLOK II

New and revised application programs are uploaded to the Microlok II system CPU using the
Microlok II Maintenance Tools program loaded on a laptop personal computer. One of the
laptop’s serial ports is connected to the CPU board diagnostic port.

Chapter 5 of service manual SM-6800C, Microlok II System Startup, Troubleshooting, and
Maintenance, provides the procedures for connecting the laptop computer to the CPU board,
establishing serial communications with the system, and for uploading an application program to
the Microlok II CPU.
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6. APPLICATION PROGRAM EXECUTION

6.1 INPUT PROCESSING

Various types of inputs are available in the Microlok II product, including vital and non-vital
physical inputs, vital and non-vital serial inputs, and vital track inputs. Various safety techniques
will be used to assure that active (1 state) vital inputs are valid before they are accepted by the
system. Any vital input may be forced to zero due to faults in the system.

The following sections describe the various types of input processing performed by the system.
Each section lists the input type and the characteristics associated with the inputs.

6.1.1 Latching of Vital Physical Inputs

When a vital physical input is recognized as being in the more restrictive state (i.e., zero or off),
the input is artificially latched in that state until the system has had time to respond to that state.
The input will be latched in that state until the system becomes stable, which means that all logic
is processed. This ensures that any valid zero input, no matter how briefly it persists, is latched
in that state long enough to ensure that the entire system has had time to react to it. For example,
if an input is accepted as a one, then a zero and then a one again, the zero state is held to permit
all system logic to complete. However, an input which goes from a zero to a one and then back to
a zero is not held in the one state. The entire system may not have a chance to ‘see’ the one state.

6.1.2 Non-Vital Physical Inputs

The details listed for the non-vital I/O boards are complete. No additional input processing is
performed by the system.

6.1.3 Vital Serial Inputs (Microlok Protocol)

The vital serial inputs will have the following characteristics:

• More restrictive state (0) will be recognized after one message reception.

• Less restrictive state (1) will be recognized after two consecutive receptions.

• All inputs will be set to the more restrictive state if no valid messages are received within the
user-specified stale data time-out. This time-out is reset when a valid message is received.

• A system status bit will reflect the status of the link. If a valid message is not received within
the ‘stale data time out’ period, this bit is cleared.

6.1.4 Non-Vital Serial Inputs (Genisys Protocol)

The non-vital serial inputs will have the following characteristics:

• State changes will be recognized after one message reception.
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• All inputs remain in their last state until the next message is received.

• A system status bit will reflect the status of the link. If valid messages are not received within
the ‘stale data time out’ period, the system status bit is cleared.

6.1.5 Non-electrified Track Inputs (Microtrax Protocol)

The track protocol follows the same rules as the standard Microtrax track. Features include:

• User codes are not accepted until received twice consecutively. Once received, two out of
three receptions are required to keep the input code set.

• Tumble down and sleep are accepted based on one reception.

• The special shunt code is accepted on one reception, and forces the unit into shunt.

• A message must pass several validity checks before it is accepted, including: valid message
format (longs / shorts / balanced), average area for the long pulses exceed the minimum
required for the specified length, the average area for the long pulses did not vary by more
than 25 percent from the previous message.

For complete details on the Microtrax track protocol, refer to the Microtrax service manuals
referenced in chapter 1 of this manual.

6.1.6 Configuration Inputs

The Microlok II card file contains an E2PROM that may be used to provide certain inputs to the
application logic. In addition to the system configuration items, the application logic program
may define special Boolean bits, numeric variables and timers as configuration items. For each
configuration bit or numeric item, the application logic program will define a “prompt string”
and a default value. At configuration time, the user may change the value of these items. These
items are only changeable during a system configuration; the application logic cannot change
these items -- they are read-only.

When the Microlok II unit begins operations, the E2PROM is examined and tested for data
integrity. If the data stored within the E2PROM is valid, then the special configuration items will
receive the values set during the last configuration. If the data stored is not valid, then the
configuration items are set to their default state. A special system bit will reflect the status of the
E2PROM.

6.1.7 Keyboard Auxiliary Non-Vital Inputs

Via the controller board’s toggle switches, menu options are available to set or clear several
special bits available for the application logic. Since the toggle switches and menu displays are
non-vital, these bits may only be used for non-vital functions within the application. From the
toggle switches, 32 different auxiliary input bits (AUX.INPUT1 to AUX.INPUT32) are available
to the application. The following restrictions apply to these auxiliary inputs:
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• the inputs are non-vital.

• they can be used in equations but are not defined anywhere in the program.

• the default states of the inputs are zero.

• the value of the inputs do not span a system reset or power outage. This means that, on a
power-off or reset, the value of all AUX.INPUT bits is set to zero.

• the inputs are processed on a non-vital, low priority basis. No time limit is defined to ensure
that the Menu Functions / Auxiliary Inputs are working correctly.

6.2 OUTPUT PROCESSING

Various types of outputs are available in the Microlok II product, including vital and non-vital
physical outputs, vital and non-vital serial outputs, vital track outputs and vital cab signaling
outputs. Various safety techniques will be used to assure that vital outputs are in their correct
state.

The following sections describe the various types of output processing performed by the system.
Each section lists the output type and the characteristics associated with the outputs.

6.2.1 Vital Physical Outputs

The states of vital physical outputs are determined by the last stable state of the logic processor.
After the logic is resolved to a stable state, the vital physical outputs are updated to reflect this
stable state.

6.2.2 Non-Vital Physical Outputs

The states of non-vital physical outputs are determined by the last stable state of the logic
processor. After the logic is resolved to a stable state, the non-vital physical outputs are updated
to reflect this stable state.

6.2.3 Vital Serial Outputs (Microlok Protocol)

Vital serial outputs must be processed in a special manner because of the time delays associated
with the serial links. The following characteristics are applied to vital serial outputs:

• Transitions to the more restrictive state are only accepted when they are the result of a stable
system, and are latched until it is confirmed that the receiving unit properly accepted the
transition. This is a variation from the original Microlok protocol. Microlok would latch
both intermediate and stable zeroes; Microlok II will only latch stable zeroes.

• Transitions to the less restrictive state are only accepted when they are the result of a stable
system, and they are not latched. Very short transitions to the less restrictive state may not be
seen at the receiving unit.
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6.2.4 Non-Vital Serial Outputs (Genisys Protocol)

Since Genisys slave units may be polled very infrequently, the serial protocol includes the
latching of 1s. If a serial output bit is assigned a one, the serial message handler will hold that
value until it confirms it’s transmission to the master.

6.2.5 Microtrax Track Outputs

When it is time for the track to transmit a code, the last stable value for the track output bits is
examined. If the unit is in shunt mode, the link-up code is sent. Otherwise, the user track codes
are examined, and the first output bit set represents the code to transmit. If no user codes are set,
the system’s tumble down and sleep bits are examined. If none are set, then the shunt code is
transmitted.

6.2.6 Cab Signal Outputs

Cab signal outputs for coded track circuits will be controlled by the coder output board. The
coder board has four vital non-isolated outputs that are used to directly control the cab signal
generation hardware. These outputs will be handled as vital physical outputs.

6.2.7 LED Auxiliary Outputs

The controller board has eight LEDs that are available for use by the application software. They
will be controllable via a set of system bits (LED1 .. LED8) in the application logic program.
The updating of these LEDs is a low priority function, and since the LEDs are non-vital, checks
can not be performed to ensure they are in the correct state.

6.3 LOGIC PROCESSING

The logic processor within Microlok II is of the same basic type as the Boolean Logic processor
in Microlok or Microtrax. In addition to the basic Boolean logic, the application includes table
processing and block processing with numeric variables and operations.
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Appendix A
Reserved Words for the Microlok II Compiler

ADDRESS

ADJ

ADJUSTABLE

AFTER

AND

ARRAYS

ASSIGN

ATTRIBUTES

BAUD

BEGIN

BIT

BITS

BLOCK

BOARD

BOOLEAN

CAB FREQUENCY

CAB RATE

CARRIER MODE

CLEAR

CODE SUBSET

CODED

CODER OUT

COMM

CONFIGURATION

CONSTANT

CONSTANTS

CRC SIZE

DEBUG PORT ADDRESS

DEBUG PORT
BAUDRATE

DELAY RESET

E TRACK

ELSE

ENABLE

END

ERROR

EVALUATE

EVEN

EXECUTIVE FUNCTION

FAST CODES

FIX

FIXED

FOR

FROM

GENISYS

GENISYS MASTER

GENISYS SLAVE

IF
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IN16

IN8 OUT8

INITIALIZE TIMER

INITIALIZED

INPUT

INPUTS

INTERBYTE TIMEOUT

INTERFACE

INTERPOLATE

KEY OFF DELAY

KEY ON DELAY

KEYED

LAMP OUT

LAMP16

LENGTH

LINK

LOCAL

LOG

LOGIC

LOGIC TIMEOUT

MAP

MARK

MASTER

MASTER CHECKBACK

MASTER TIMEOUT

MICROLOK

MICROLOK MASTER

MICROLOK SLAVE

MICROTRAX

MIN

MOD

MODE

MSEC

NAME

NONE

NOT

NUMERIC

NUMERIC INPUT

NUMERIC OUTPUT

NUMERICS

NV ASSIGN

NV BOOLEAN

NV EVALUATE

NV IN32 OUT32

NV INPUT

NV NUMERIC

NV NUMERIC INPUT

NV NUMERIC OUTPUT

NV OUTPUT

NVB OUT12

ODD

OFF

ON

OR

OUT16

OUTPUT

OUTPUTS

OVERRANGE

PARITY

POINT POINT

POLLING INTERVAL

PORT

PRAGMA

PROGRAM

PROTOCOL

QUESTION

RANGES

RESTART TIMER

ROUND

SEC

SECTION

SECURE MODE

SET

SHARED RAM

SHUTDOWN

SLAVE

SLOT

SPACE

STALE

STALE DATA TIMEOUT

STANDARD
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STATE

STOPBITS

SYSTEM

TABLE

TABLES

THEN

TIME SINCE START

TIMER

TO

TOGGLE

TRACK

TRACK NAME

TRACKA

TRACKB

TRIGGERS

TRUNCATE

TRX TRACK

TYPE

UNDEFINED

UNDERRANGE

USER

VARIABLES

WATT

WHEN

WITH

XOR

YIELDS
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Appendix B
A Sample Microlok II Program

GENERAL

This appendix is a sample program. The application was selected to illustrate many of commonly
used features of a Microlok II application. This program can serve as a template for creating other
application programs.

This application was written using Microsoft Word. Microlok II is programmed using any standard
word processing package. The document must be converted to text format before compiling thus
removing any special formatting. The text format, track plan, header, and footer used in this
example are included for readability, but are not required.

COMMENTS
Comments are notes added by the programmer, which add clarity to the reader but are ignored by
the compiler. Liberal use of comments is encouraged make the program easier to understand.
Comments can be added or deleted as desired without effecting the performance of the program.

Comments can be placed almost anywhere within the program. The following examples
demonstrate the required formats for three types of comments.
/*

% Traditional Genisys, Microlok, and Microtrax comment.
Note that the comments can span multiple lines.
Everything between the percent and backslash are
ignored by the compiler \

/* C, and C++ style comments
Similar to the traditional comment. */

// Single line C++ style comment
// Each line needs to be delimited
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/*

The following illustrates use of comments. Note that everything on the next two pages including
the drawing is ignored by the compiler and does not need to be included in the program.
*/
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/*

PROJECT: MICROLOK II TRAINING

LOCATION: HOMETOWN

PROGRAM NAME: CD_ROMML2.DOC

DATE: September 21, 2000

DESIGNER: Xxxx X. Xxxxxxxxxx

CHECKER: Xxx Xxxxxxx

----- WARNING -----

PRIOR TO PLACING THIS PROGRAM SET FORTH IN THIS
LISTING INTO REVENUE SERVICE, THE PROGRAM AND THE
COMPLETE SYSTEM OF WHICH THIS PROGRAM IS A PART
MUST BE SERVICE (OPERATION) TESTED.

THIS IS A VITAL PROGRAM. CHANGING OF ANY ASSIGN
STATEMENT CAN COMPROMISE THE SAFE

PERFORMANCE OF THIS PROGRAM.
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PROGRAM HISTORY & REVISION LEVEL

DATE REVISION
LEVEL

DESCRIPTION CHANGED BY CHECKSUM

Rev. 0.0

Rev. 1.0

*/
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/*

COMPILER SWITCH OPTIONS

The program begins with two compiler switch options, which are fully explained in section 4.3 of
the 6800D manual. If no options for the switches are selected (as in this example) default
selections are made by the compiler. No safety implications are associated with these switches.

Except in extreme cases the default compiler switch settings should be used.

PROGRAM NAME

Immediately following the Compiler switch options (if used) all programs must contain a name
with the following format:
MICROLOK_II PROGRAM <name>;

The selected name has the following restrictions:

1) Must be less than 63 characters in length.

2) Must have at least 1 alphabetic character included.

3) Cannot contain spaces or semicolons.

4) A semicolon must follow the name.

*/

MICROLOK_II PROGRAM CD_ROMML2;

/*

I/O DEFINITION
The reserved word INTERFACE begins I/O definition. I/O is divided into two subsections, parallel
and serial. Either or both types of I/O may be defined but if both are defined the parallel section
must be defined first. This sample application contains examples of both parallel and serial I/O.

*/

INTERFACE

/*
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PARALLEL I/O DEFINITION
Definition of the parallel I/O starts with the reserved word local. The Local I/O definition specifies
installed I/O boards and the bit mapping, which ties each physical I/O connection to a bit name.
The Local I/O definition does NOT specify the slot in which the board will be installed. The
addressing switches on the associated cable are used to specify slot position. The I/O boards that
will be used in the system immediately follow the reserved word LOCAL.

*/

LOCAL

/*

LOCAL I/O BOARD DEFINITION

The Definition an I/O board includes the following:

1) Board: - the reserved word "Board" is prompting you for a name for the board. The
name is used in all of the diagnostics. The name can be anything as long as it meets
the following requirements;

a) Must be 63 or fewer characters in length.

b) Must contain at least 1 alphabetic character.

c) Cannot contain spaces or semicolons.

2) [Adjustable or Fixed] enable: <1 or 0> – This statement performs the following.

a) The reserved word "adjustable" allows for field configuration of defined
parameters, which can be performed without changing and uploading the
application program. Adjustable configuration allows the programmer some
flexibility by permitting the writing of a single program to handle multiple
configurations. The alternative is to replace the "adjustable" keyword with "fixed".
When a board is defined as fixed field configuration is disabled.

b) The reserved word "enable" turns the board on or off. A value of 1 causes the
board to be turned on. A value of 0 causes the board to be turned off regardless of
weather or not the board is installed in the cardfile. The combination of fixed and 0
will cause a warning to be generated by the compiler.

3) Type: <board type> – The reserved word "type" is followed by a I/O board type. This
forms the basis for the electronic keying. The executive software verifies that all
boards connected to the addressed cables, matches the boards specified in the
application. If this verification fails the system will fail.

You must select the correct type from the following list of board types.

OUT16 (16 Bit Vital Output)

IN16 (16 Bit Vital Input)

LAMP16 (16 Channel Vital Lamp Driver)

NV.IN32.OUT32 (32Bit Non-Vital Input / 32 Bit Non-Vital Output)

TRX.TRACK (Microtrax Track)
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CODER.OUT (8 Bit Vital Coded Output)

E.TRACK (Etrax Track – Future)

IN8.OUT8 (8 Bit Vital Input / 8 Bit Vital Input)

NVB.OUT12 (12 Pair Non Vital Bipolar Output)

4) Output: - The reserved word "Output" begins the I/O bit definition associated with the defined
board. Bits are assigned in right to left, top to bottom order. If an output is not used it can be
defined as a spare. If at any place in the list of 16 outputs you define a spare and no bit
definitions follow, all remaining bits are assumed spare by the compiler.

Bit names can be anything as long as it meets the normal three criteria:
a) Must be 63 or fewer characters in length.

b) Must contain at least 1 alphabetic character.

c) Cannot contain spaces or semicolons.

/*

16 BIT VITAL OUTPUT BOARD EXAMPLE
The following is an example of 16 Bit Vital Output board. The board name was arbitrarily chosen as
"OUT_SLOT1". The board is configured as field ADJUSTABLE and initially set in the application to
be ENABLED. The board TYPE is specified as OUT16.

A 16-bit vital output board allows definition of up to 16 vital outputs. In the example, output 1 is a bit
arbitrarily named 1NWZR, and output 2 is 1RWZR. The bits proceed from left to right, top to bottom
until output 16 in the example is a bit called 2WV. All bits are comma separated and a semicolon
follows the last bit in the list.

The order of the bits ties the bit definition to the physical hardware. This means that since 1NWZR
is output 1, when 1NWZR is true, voltage will exist across pins E2 and common on the associated
output connector.

*/
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BOARD: OUT_SLOT1
ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1
TYPE: OUT16

OUTPUT:
1NWZR, 1RWZR, 3NWZR, 3RWZR,
1EEFZR, 1EWFZR, 2EEFZR, 2EWFZR,
1WEFZR, 1WWFZR, 2WEFZR, 2WWFZR,
1EV, 1WV, 2EV, 2WV;

BOARD: OUT_SLOT2
ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1
TYPE: OUT16

OUTPUT:
DIM_LIGHTS, EC4H_CNTL_1, SPARE;

/*
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16 CHANNEL VITAL LAMP DRIVER OUTPUT BOARD EXAMPLE

The following is an example of a definition of a lamp driver board. This definition applies to both
color light or search light signals. When you use this board you are simply lighting one or more
signal lamps. Definitions for the Lamp Driver Board are similar to the 16-bit output board with the
following distinctions:

1) Not all of the outputs of a Lamp Driver can be energized at once. The board can dissipate a
maximum of 300 watts of power at any one time. This means you must insure that no more
than 300 watts worth of signal bulbs are lit off a single board at any one time.

2) In addition to the enable configuration of a 16 Bit Output Board, the lamp driver board also has
configuration items associated with the individual bulbs. The wattage associated with each
bulb is individually selectable. In order to do this you write a configuration statement for each
bulb. This means that unless you group them, you will have 16 configuration statements for
the bulbs.

a) The first output statement for the lamp driver board in the example reads:
"adjustable 18 watt mode 1 output: 1EAE, 1EBE, 2WAE, 2WBE" This means;

I. The wattage associated with these four bulbs can be adjusted during
system configuration.

II. These four bulbs are 18-watt bulbs. This in turn defines the current window
used to determine when a bulb is burned out.

III. You are functioning in mode 1. See SM6800C section 6.2.12.1 for details

IV. 1EAE is output 1. 1EBE is output 2. 2WAE is output 3. 2WBE is output 4.

b) The second output statement for this same lamp driver board reads: "adjustable 25
watt mode 0 output: 1WARE, 1WAYE, 1WAGE, 1WBRE" This means;

I. The wattage associated with these four bulbs can be adjusted during
system configuration.

II. These four bulbs are 25-watt bulbs. This in turn defines the current window
used to determine when a bulb is burned out.

III. You are functioning in mode 0. See SM6800C section 6.2.12.1 for details.

IV. 1WARE is output 5. 1WAYE is output 6. 1WAGE is output 7. 1WBRE is
output 8.

3) The remaining lamps are similarly defined depending on the exact operation required.

4) There is a lamp out bit associated with each of the lamps defined. Whenever a bulb is
declared open by failing either the hot or cold filament check, the associated lamp out bit goes
high (picks). This bit can then be used in the application software as required to change signal
aspects, downgrade track codes, etc. It is important to note that Microlok II does not
automatically do any of this. When a bulb burns out the CPU simply sets the appropriate lamp
out bit. Any action that the system takes is solely based upon what the application program
does with this bit. The order of the lamp out bits is from left to right, top to bottom.

*/
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BOARD: OUT_SLOT3
ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1
TYPE: LAMP16

ADJUSTABLE 18 WATT
MODE 1
OUTPUT:
1EAE, 1EBE, 2WAE, 2WBE;

FIXED 25 WATT
MODE 0
OUTPUT:
1WARE, 1WAYE, 1WAGE, 1WBRE;

FIXED 24 WATT
MODE 1
OUTPUT:
1WBYE, 1WBGE, 2EARE, 2EAYE;

ADJUSTABLE 36 WATT
MODE 0
OUTPUT:
2EAGE, 2EBRE, 2EBYE, 2EBGE;

LAMP.OUT:
1EALO, 1EBLO, 2WALO, 2WBLO,
1WARLO, 1WAYLO, 1WAGLO, 1WBRLO,
1WBYLO, 1WBGLO, 2EARLO, 2EAYLO,
2EAGLO, 2EBRLO, 2EBYLO, 2EBGLO;

/*

12 CHANNEL NON-VITAL BI-POLAR BOARD EXAMPLE

The following is an example of a definition of a Bi-Polar output board. This board is strictly non-
vital. It can be used to drive searchlight mechanisms provided the appropriate mech. checks are
fed back into Microlok II as vital inputs, and if the input position ever does not agree with the
requested position Microlok II is forced to reset (this is done in application logic). If vital bi-polar
outputs are required, they can be created using two standard outputs. The actual definition of the
board is similar to the 16-bit output board. Boards definition includes:

1) The board, adjustable enable, and type are all the same options as with the 16-bit
output PCB.

2) The I/O definition is a maximum of 24 bits (12 bi-polar pairs). In the example, 1EAYE
and 1EAGE form 1 bi-polar pair. When the bit 1EAYE is true output 1 has normal
polarity. When 1EAGE the same pair of wires (output 1) has the opposite polarity
voltage. If neither is true, the output is zero volts. If both are true the system logs an
error.
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*/
BOARD: OUT_SLOT4

ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1
TYPE: NVB.OUT12

NV.OUTPUT:

1EAYE, 1EAGE, 1EBYE, 1EBGE,
2WAYE, 2WAGE, 2WBYE, 2WBGE,
SPARE, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE,
SPARE, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE,
SPARE, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE,
SPARE, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE;

/*

MICROTRAX TRACK BOARD EXAMPLES

The next two boards defined in the example program are track circuit PCB’s. These boards make
up the Microtrax type track circuit, which can be included in Microlok II. See SM 6470B for a full
description of the Microtrax track circuit. Defining a track circuit board includes:

1) The Board, Adjustable Enable, and Type are all the same options as with the 16-bit
output PCB.

2) Each track board has two halves of two track circuits (master and slave) contained on
it. Each half is defined separately. Either half can be omitted, but if both are defined,
the master or "A" half must be first. The "A" half in the example has the following
features:

(a) TRACKA: ADJ_1WAT – The "ADJ_1WAT" is a user name that has the normal
restrictions as to length etc. When this bit is true the user is allowed to adjust the
track circuit from the front panel. If this bit is ever not true the only way to adjust
the track circuit is by uploading new software or with the PC link function of the
Maintenance Tool.

(b) TRACK_NAME: In the example the track name was selected to be 1WAT. This
name is used in the log and diagnostic files.

(c) OUTPUT: Begins definition of the track codes that the master side of this track
board will send out. Output codes "D" through "W" are defined here. Codes "B"
and "C" are defined in the application logic using reserved word names. Again the
output codes are defined left to right, top to bottom. It is important to note that if
you do not want to send a particular code its spot must be filled with a "spare".
Each code has a defined location in the executive software. The first code defined
is always "D", the second code defined is always "E", etc. In the example, code
"H" will never be sent out because its spot is occupied by a spare definition.

(d) INPUT: Begins definition of the track codes that the master side of track board 1
will receive. The inputs follow all the same formatting rules as the outputs.

(e) LENGTH: Definition establishes a default length for the track circuit. This number
is in thousands of feet. The example shows the master track circuit will default to a
length of 36,000’.

(f) ENABLE: Permits the enable or disable the board’s Master and Slave halves. The
"1" in the example enables the Master or "A" half of the track board.

3) The Slave or "B" half of the track board is programmed the same way as the "A" except
all definitions now refer to "slave" codes.
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4) In the example program, two track boards have been defined. These two boards define
4 track circuits that make up the approaches to the interlocking.

*/
BOARD: OUT_SLOT5

ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1
TYPE: TRX.TRACK

TRACKA: ADJ_1WAT
TRACK.NAME: 1WAT

OUTPUT:
1WAT.OUT.D, 1WAT.OUT.E, 1WAT.OUT.F, 1WAT.OUT.G,
SPARE, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE;

INPUT:
SPARE, 1WAT.IN.E, SPARE, 1WAT.IN.G,
SPARE, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE;

ADJUSTABLE LENGTH:36;
ADJUSTABLE ENABLE:1;

TRACKB: ADJ_1EAT
TRACK.NAME: 1EAT

OUTPUT:
1EAT.OUT.D, 1EAT.OUT.E, 1EAT.OUT.F, 1EAT.OUT.G,
SPARE, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE;

INPUT:
SPARE, 1EAT.IN.E, SPARE, 1EAT.IN.G,
SPARE, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE;

ADJUSTABLE LENGTH:36;
ADJUSTABLE ENABLE:1;

BOARD: OUT_SLOT6
ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1
TYPE: TRX.TRACK

TRACKA: ADJ_2EAT
TRACK.NAME: 2EAT

OUTPUT:
2EAT.OUT.D, 2EAT.OUT.E, 2EAT.OUT.F, 2EAT.OUT.G,
SPARE, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE;

INPUT:
SPARE, 2EAT.IN.E, SPARE, 2EAT.IN.G,
SPARE, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE;

ADJUSTABLE LENGTH:36;
ADJUSTABLE ENABLE:1;

TRACKB: ADJ_2WAT
TRACK.NAME: 2WAT

OUTPUT:
2WAT.OUT.D, 2WAT.OUT.E, 2WAT.OUT.F, 2WAT.OUT.G,
SPARE, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE;

INPUT:
SPARE, 2WAT.IN.E, SPARE, 2WAT.IN.G,
SPARE, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE;

ADJUSTABLE LENGTH:36;
ADJUSTABLE ENABLE:1;

/*
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16 CHANNEL VITAL INPUT BOARD EXAMPLE

The following are three examples of definitions of 16 bit vital input PCB’s. The mechanics of
defining an input board are exactly the same as defining an output board.

*/
BOARD: IN_SLOT7

ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1
TYPE: IN16

INPUT:

1NWPR, 1RWPR, 3NWPR, 3RWPR,
SPARE, 1TP, 3TP, SPARE,
1ENVPR, 1ERVPR, 1WNVPR, 1WRVPR,
2ENVPR, 2ERVPR, 2WNVPR, 2WRVPR;

BOARD: IN_SLOT8
ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1
TYPE: IN16

INPUT:

1EAYP, 1EAGP, 1EBYP, 1EBGP,
2WAYP, 2WAGP, 2WBYP, 2WBGP,
1EARP, 1EBRP, 2WARP, 2WBRP,
SPARE, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE;

BOARD: IN_SLOT9
ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1
TYPE: IN16

INPUT:

1EFNR, 1EFRR, 1WFNR, 1WFRR,
2EFNR, 2EFRR, 2WFNR, 2WFRR,
SPARE, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE,
SPARE, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE;
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/*

SERIAL I/O DEFINITIONS

The reserved word COMM begins the definition of the serial I/O. Microlok II has 4 ports that can be
used to interconnect it serially to other equipment. The definition of a serial port includes:

1) LINK: The reserved word link is followed by a user defined link name similar to the
name given to each I/O board. The diagnostics and logs will refer to the link by this
name. In the example the first link was given the name "comm1".

2) ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1 Functions exactly the same as the "fixed, adjustable, enable,
1" statement in the I/O board definition. "Fixed, Adjustable" prevents or allows the port
from being enabled and disabled during configuration. In the example, the "enable: 1"
turns the port on as default.

3) Protocol: Any of the ports can be Master or Slave and can communicate using either
Genisys or Microlok protocol. The Protocol: statement defines these port parameters.

4) The next several options define the various communication parameters for this port. In
the example, the fact that all are defined as adjustable means that each of the
parameters can be changed with a PC during system configuration. Each parameter
also has a default value that is used if a value is not assigned in this section. See
SM6800D for the ranges for each setting as well as the default values.

5) ADDRESS: 1 defines the addressing scheme. A master port address defines the
address of a connected slave unit. A slave port address defines the address of the
slave unit itself. A master unit can communicate to several slaves however a slave will
only respond to one master. The master will poll all defined addresses. Each slave will
respond only when its defined address has been polled.

6) OUTPUT: Defines a list of the bits to be sent from the unit.

7) INPUT: This is a list of bits to be received by the unit.

No distinction is made for the bit names over a serial link. The I/O bit list for all units
serially connected to this unit must match the bits defined in this program. Outputs
from the local unit will be inputs to the connected unit. Inputs to the local unit will be
the outputs from the connected unit.
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COMM
LINK: COMM1

ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1
PROTOCOL: MICROLOK.MASTER

ADJUSTABLE PORT: 1;
ADJUSTABLE BAUD: 4800;
ADJUSTABLE STOPBITS: 1;
ADJUSTABLE PARITY: NONE;
ADJUSTABLE KEY.ON.DELAY: 12;
ADJUSTABLE KEY.OFF.DELAY: 12;
ADJUSTABLE STALE.DATA.TIMEOUT: 5: SEC;
ADJUSTABLE MASTER.TIMEOUT: 2: SEC;
ADJUSTABLE POLLING.INTERVAL: 0: SEC;
ADJUSTABLE POINT.POINT: 1;

ADDRESS: 1
ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1

OUTPUT: // SERIAL OUTPUT BITS TO WEST MICROLOK

HT_1COWSR, HT_1WFNR, HT_1WFRR, HT_2WFTER, // BYTE 0
HT_1WNFPR, HT_1WRFPR, HT_2WTYBR, HT_AUPRP,

HT_2WFEMPB, HT_2RLPR, HT_2COWSR, HT_2WFNR, // BYTE 1
HT_2WFRR, HT_2WRFPR, HT_2WNFPR, HT_1WFEMPB,

HT_1NLPR; // BYTE 2

INPUT: // SERIAL INPUT BITS FROM WEST MICROLOK

W_1RLPR, W_1ETYBR, W_1EFTER, W_1ENFPR, // BYTE 0
W_1ERFPR, W_1EFNR, W_1EFRR, W_1COESR,

W_2NLPR, W_2ETYBR, SPARE, W_2ENFPR, // BYTE 1
W_2ERFPR, W_2EFNR, W_2EFRR, W_2COESR,

W_AUPR, W_2EFEMPB, W_90.1T, W_90.3T, // BYTE 3
W_2WFEMPB;
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LINK: COMM2

ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1
PROTOCOL: MICROLOK.SLAVE

ADJUSTABLE PORT: 2;
ADJUSTABLE BAUD: 4800;
ADJUSTABLE STOPBITS: 1;
ADJUSTABLE PARITY: NONE;
ADJUSTABLE KEY.ON.DELAY: 12;
ADJUSTABLE KEY.OFF.DELAY: 12;
ADJUSTABLE STALE.DATA.TIMEOUT: 5: SEC;
ADJUSTABLE POINT.POINT: 1;

ADDRESS: 1
ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1

OUTPUT: // SERIAL OUTPUT BITS TO EAST MICROLOK

HT_1COESR, HT_1EFNR, HT_1EFRR, HT_1EFTER, // BYTE 0
HT_1ENFPR, HT_1ERFPR, HT_1ETYBR, HT_AUPR,

HT_1EFEMPB, HT_1RLPR, HT_2COESR, HT_2EFNR, // BYTE 1
HT_2EFRR, HT_2ERFPR, HT_2ENFPR, HT_2EFEMPB,

HT_2NLPR; // BYTE 2

INPUT: // SERIAL INPUT BITS FROM EAST MICROLOK

E_1NLPR, E_1WTYBR, SPARE, E_1WNFPR, // BYTE 0
E_1WRFPR, E_1WFNR, E_1WFRR, E_1COWSR,

E_2RLPR, E_2WTYBR, E_2WFTER, E_2WNFPR, // BYTE 1
E_2WRFPR, E_2WFNR, E_2WFRR, E_2COWSR,

E_AUPR, E_1EFEMPB, E_102.3T, E_102.5T, // BYTE 2
E_106.1T, E_106.3T;
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LINK: COMM3

ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1
PROTOCOL: GENISYS.SLAVE

ADJUSTABLE PORT: 3;
ADJUSTABLE BAUD: 9600;
ADJUSTABLE STOPBITS: 1;
ADJUSTABLE PARITY: NONE;
ADJUSTABLE KEY.ON.DELAY: 12;
ADJUSTABLE KEY.OFF.DELAY: 12;
ADJUSTABLE STALE.DATA.TIMEOUT: 5: SEC;
ADJUSTABLE CARRIER.MODE: KEYED;
ADJUSTABLE POINT.POINT: 1;
ADJUSTABLE CRC.SIZE: 16;

ADDRESS: 1
ADJUSTABLE ENABLE: 1

NV.OUTPUT: // TO LOCAL GENISYS 2000

L_1NWZR, L_1RWZR, L_3NWZR, L_3RWZR, //BYTE 0
L_1NWPR, L_1RWPR, L_3NWPR, L_3RWPR,

L_1NWCR, L_1RWCR, L_3NWCR, L_3RWCR, // BYTE 1
SPARE, L_1.3LSR, SPARE, SPARE,

L_1ERGPR, L_1WRGPR, L_2ERGPR, L_2WRGPR, // BYTE 2
L_1ENVPR, L_1WNVPR, L_2ENVPR, L_2WNVPR,

L_1ERVPR, L_1WRVPR, L_2ERVPR, L_2WRVPR, // BYTE 3
L_1EASR, L_1WASR, L_2EASR, L_2WASR,

L_1TPSR, L_3TPSR, L_1EAT, L_1WAT, // BYTE 4
L_2EAT, L_2WAT, L_90.1T, L_90.3T,

L_102.3T, L_102.5T, L_106.1T, L_106.3T, // BYTE 5
L_1EVSR, L_1WVSR, L_2EVSR, L_2WVSR,

L_1WWFK, L_1WEFK, L_1EWFK, L_1EEFK, // BYTE 6
L_2WWFK, L_2WEFK, L_2EWFK, L_2EEFK,

L_1WLTK, L_1ELTK, L_2WLTK, L_2ELTK, //BYTE 7
L_1WALR, L_2EALR, L_1E.1WCOSR, L_2E.2WCOSR,

L_AUPR, SPARE, SPARE, SPARE; // BYTE 8

There are eight LEDs on the CPU front panel that can be operated based upon the application logic.
Refer to section 6.2.7 of this service manual.

NV.INPUT: // FROM LOCAL GENISYS 2000

L_AUTO, L_LOC, L_REM, SPARE, // BYTE 0
L_1ERR, L_1WRR, L_2ERR, L_2WRR,

L_1NLP, L_1RLP, L_3NLP, L_3RLP, // BYTE 1
L_1WRSR, L_2ERSR, L_1E.1WCOPB, L_2E.2WCOPB,

L_1ECOPBP, L_1WCOPBP, L_2ECOPBP, L_2WCOPBP, // BYTE 2
L_1EVPBP, L_1WVPBP, L_2EVPBP, L_2WVPBP,

L_1EFEMPBP, L_1WFEMPBP, L_2EFEMPBP, L_2WFEMPBP; // BYTE 3
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Microlok II supports the use of 32 auxiliary bits that can be set or cleared from the CPU panel
switches. Refer to section 6.1.7 in this service manual.

/*

BOOLEAN BITS

All bits that are used in a Microlok II program must fall into one of three categories. They must
either be inputs, outputs, or internal variables. It should also be noted that each bit falls into one
of these categories. For example, if a bit is an input, that same bit cannot be sent serially to
another unit. The normal point repeater (NWP) is brought into Microlok II as a physical input. If
the NWP is needed in the office, you must create a repeater (NWPR) and send it into the office.
The internal variables are subdivided into four categories.

1) BOOLEAN BITS – In a typical program, a Boolean bit is a vital relay coil that is not an input
or an output. For example, an ASR is virtually always used in a vital application but is
never sent to an adjacent location. The ASR is then listed in this section as a vital internal
variable.

2) NON-VITAL BOOLEAN BITS – This is also an internal bit. The difference is that this is the
target of a non-vital assign statement.

3) NUMERIC VARIABLES – This is also an internal bit. The difference is that it can have more
than 2 (set and clear) values.

4) NV.NUMERIC VARIABLES – Same as item three above except each is the target of a non-
vital assign statement.

No numeric assign statements were used in the typical program. At the end of the program is an
example that is not a part of the program but will show how to write and use numerics.

*/

BOOLEAN BITS

1EAT, 1WAT, 2EAT, 2WAT,
1.3LSR, 1NWCR, 1RWCR, 3NWCR,
3RWCR, 1ETYBR, 2ETYBR, 1WTYBR,
2WTYBR, 1EALR, 1WALR, 2EALR,
2WALR, 1EALTER, 1WALTER, 2EALTER,
2WALTER, 1E.1WTER, 2E.2WTER, 1EASR,
1WASR, 2EASR, 2WASR, 1NLPR,
1RLPR, 2NLPR, 2RLPR, 1EAHSR,
1EBHSR, 1ECOR, 1WAHSR, 1WBHSR,
1WCOR, 2EAHSR, 2EBHSR, 2ECOR,
2WAHSR, 2WBHSR, 2WCOR, 1EHYR,
1WHYR, 2EHYR, 2WHYR, 1E.1WCOTER,
1E.1WCOSR, 2E.2WCOTER, 2E.2WCOSR, 1EVSR,
1WVSR, 2EVSR, 2WVSR, 1ECSR,
1WCSR, 2ECSR, 2WCSR, 1ERGPR,
1WRGPR, 2ERGPR, 2WRGPR, 1ENFPR,
1ERFPR, 1EFTER, 2ERFPR, 2ENFPR,
1WNFPR, 1WRFPR, 2WRFPR, 2WNFPR,
2WFTER, 1COESR, 2COESR, 1COWSR,
2COWSR, 1TPS, 3TPS, 1EMC,
2WMC, POSR, POTER, POSPR,
AUPR, KILLZ, 1T, 2T,
3T, 4T, 0MPH, 15MPH,
25MPH, 35MPH, 55MPH, CHECK_CLOCK,
CODEOUT_1;
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TIMER BITS

Defining timer bits is the same as making relays slow pick, slow drop, or both. Any Boolean bit
can be given timing characteristics. If the defined relay is made adjustable it becomes field
adjustable. This is often done with the ASR timer. During cutover testing, it is handy to be able to
shorten the ASR timer from several minutes to 5 or 10 seconds. When testing is complete, the
timer is returned to its full value. If a timer is defined as fixed nothing can be done to change the
time short of uploading new software.

TIMER BITS

FIXED POTER: SET = 20:SEC CLEAR = 0:SEC;
1EFTER,

FIXED 2WFTER: SET = 2:MIN CLEAR = 0:SEC;
1TPS,
3TPS: SET = 5:SEC CLEAR = 0:SEC;
1EALTER,
1WALTER,
2EALTER,
2WALTER: SET = 5:SEC CLEAR = 0:SEC;
1ECSR,
1WCSR,
2ECSR,
2WCSR: SET = 0:SEC CLEAR = 1:SEC;
1EMC,
2WMC: SET = 8:SEC CLEAR = 0:SEC;
KILLZ: SET = 5:SEC CLEAR = 0:SEC;
CHECK_CLOCK: SET = 1:MIN CLEAR = 1:MIN;

ADJUSTABLE
1E.1WTER,

In all situations where the options are “fixed” or “adjustable,” “fixed” is the default. As an
example, this program uses both methods to define the timer.

1. POTER is fixed because it starts with “FIXED.”

2. 1.EFTER is fixed because it is not specified and, therefore, defaults to fixed.

3. 1E.1WTER is adjustable because it is defined as such.

4. 2E.2WTER is adjustable because 1E.1WTER ends with a comma. If this comma were a
colon, 2E.2WTER would be fixed because it would not be defined as adjustable and would,
therefore, default to fixed.

/*

CODED OUTPUTS

Coded outputs provide a way to toggle a physical output at a defined rate. Any Output Bit bit can
be given toggle characteristics. The Toggle Statement includes the Coded Output Bit, a toggle
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rate definition, and a Control Bit. When the control bit is set the Coded Output bit will toggle at the
defined rate. The Coded Output bit will be low when the Control Bit is clear. A maximum of 16
defined Toggle Rate Definitions can be associated to each Coded Output. Valid Toggle Rate time
ranges (as determined by the selected units) are shown below:

UNIT VALID VALUES VALID INCREMENTS

MSEC (milliseconds) 0.70 - 655350 10 millisecond
SEC (seconds) 0 - 655 1 second
MIN (minutes) 0 - 1 1 minute

*/

CODED OUTPUTS

TOGGLE EC4H_CNTL_1 ON FOR 170:MSEC THEN OFF FOR 160:MSEC IF CODEOUT_1;

Note: EC4H_CNTL_1 must be an output and it cannot be used anywhere else in the program.

/*

LOG

Microlok II includes a built in event recorder. Any of the bits used in the program can be logged.
This list defines what bits will be logged by Microlok II. The list can be modified as required in the
field.

*/

LOG BITS

L_AUTO, L_LOC, L_REM,
L_1ERR, L_1WRR, L_2ERR, L_2WRR,
L_1NLP, L_1RLP, L_3NLP, L_3RLP,
L_1WRSR, L_2ERSR, L_1E.1WCOPB, L_2E.2WCOPB,
L_1ECOPBP, L_1WCOPBP, L_2ECOPBP, L_2WCOPBP,
L_1EVPBP, L_1WVPBP, L_2EVPBP, L_2WVPBP,
L_1EFEMPBP, L_1WFEMPBP, L_2EFEMPBP, L_2WFEMPBP,
1NWZR, 1RWZR, 3NWZR, 3RWZR,
1EEFZR, 1EWFZR, 2EEFZR, 2EWFZR,
1WEFZR, 1WWFZR, 2WEFZR, 2WWFZR,
1EV, 1WV, 2EV, 2WV,
1EAE, 1EBE, 2WAE, 2WBE,
1WARE, 1WAYE, 1WAGE, 1WBRE,
1WBYE, 1WBGE, 2EARE, 2EAYE,
2EAGE, 2EBRE, 2EBYE, 2EBGE,
1EALO, 1EBLO, 2WALO, 2WBLO,
1WARLO, 1WAYLO, 1WAGLO, 1WBRLO,
1WBYLO, 1WBGLO, 2EARLO, 2EAYLO,
2EAGLO, 2EBRLO, 2EBYLO, 2EBGLO,
1EAYE, 1EAGE, 1EBYE, 1EBGE,
2WAYE, 2WAGE, 2WBYE, 2WBGE,
1NWPR, 1RWPR, 3NWPR, 3RWPR,
1TP, 3TP, 1ENVPR, 1ERVPR,
1WNVPR, 1WRVPR, 2ENVPR, 2ERVPR,
2WNVPR, 2WRVPR, 1EAYP, 1EAGP,
1EBYP, 1EBGP, 2WAYP, 2WAGP,
2WBYP, 2WBGP, 1EARP, 1EBRP,
2WARP, 2WBRP, 1EFNR, 1EFRR,
1WFNR, 1WFRR, 2EFNR, 2EFRR,
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2WFNR, 2WFRR, 1EAT, 1WAT,
2EAT, 2WAT;

/*

CONSTANTS
This section allows you to define constants that will be used in the program. These constants can
be either Boolean or numeric. The example program defines only one Boolean bit (ONE) as a
constant and gave it a value of 1. This means that anytime this bit is used in the program it will be
evaluated to have a value of one. This bit can now be assigned for some condition you always want
to be true. In the example program it was used to set the CPS enable.

*/

CONSTANTS BOOLEAN

ONE = 1;
ZERO = 0;

/*

CONFIGURATION
Microlok II provides the ability to modify some application parameters on a particular system
without modifying the application program. This is accomplished using the system configuration.

When the data in the EEPROM is invalid, default values are obtained from the application
program’s default configuration data. Data can be modified when the system is in configuration
mode. In the example below the debug port address, debug baud rate, and logic timeout system
configuration is set and four user-defined bits are defined.

*/
CONFIGURATION

SYSTEM
ADJUSTABLE DEBUG_PORT_ADDRESS: 1;
ADJUSTABLE DEBUG_PORT_BAUDRATE: 9600;
ADJUSTABLE LOGIC_TIMEOUT: 5: SEC;
ADJUSTABLE RESET_DELAY: 2: SEC;

USER BIT
PROMCHECK_0: "Set Configured Prom Check Bit 0", 0;
PROMCHECK_1: "Set Configured Prom Check Bit 1", 0;
PROMCHECK_2: "Set Configured Prom Check Bit 2", 0;
PROMCHECK_3: "Set Configured Prom Check Bit 3", 0;

/*

LOGIC BEGIN

This defines the beginning of the application logic. It is important to note that there is no
application logic built into Microlok II. Any application function that is required must be
programmed into the unit. The equations in this are divided into vital and non-vital. There is a
difference in how the equations are processed. Care should be taken that if the target is non-vital,
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the associated equation is a non-vital assign. If the target is vital, the associated assign statement
should be vital.

*/

LOGIC BEGIN
// CHECK CLOCK FLASHER

ASSIGN ~CHECK_CLOCK TO CHECK_CLOCK;

// ELECTR CODE TRACK CODE OUT

ASSIGN ONE TO CODEOUT;

// MICROLOK SYSTEM CIRCUIT

The CPS.ENABLE bit is used in the control of the VCOR relay. Assuming all of the diagnostic
routines are passed, if this bit is a “1” the VCOR will pick. Conversely, if this bit is “0” the VCOR
will never pick. It is left to the application programmer to decide if there are any conditions that
should be programmed into the control of this bit. In this example, the constant “ONE” controls
CPS.ENABLE. This means that as long as all diagnostics are passed the VCOR will always pick.

ASSIGN ONE TO CPS.ENABLE,
ADJ_1WAT,
ADJ_1EAT;

To energize the VCOR relay, there must be an equation that, upon reset, is evaluated as a “1.”
This is effectively anded with the fact that all diagnostics are passed to energize the VCOR. This
equation is only evaluated at reset; therefore, if you want to control the CPS with application logic
in addition to the fact that all diagnostics have been passed, you must also force a system reset.

// PROGRAM VERIFICATION

ASSIGN ~PROMCHECK_0 + PROMCHECK_1 + ~ PROMCHECK_2 + PROMCHECK_3 +
CONFIGURE.ERROR

TO KILLZ;
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Often this question arises: “How can you be sure the correct program is installed or uploaded
in the correct units?” The sample program illustrates two common methods of insuring this.

The “KILL” bit is a system bit that will shut down the Microlok II unit if it ever has a value of “1.”
The equation for the “KILLZ” bit is: ASSIGN ~PROMCHECK_0 + PROMCHECK_1 +
~PROMCHECK_2 + PROMCHECK_3 + CONFIGURE.ERROR TO KILLZ;

Looking at the equation, all of the elements are ordered so any bit can cause the KILLZ to assue
the true condition.

One method of controlling the KILLZ bit is through the CONFIGURE.ERROR bit. When Microlok
II is configured at initial turn-on, the BCH code for the application and executive PROMs is
automatically recorded in the configuration EEPROM. If this BCH code does not match the BCH
for the application or executive programs, the CONFIGURE.ERROR will be set. In the example
program this will cause the KILLZ bit to be set.

The second method shown is through the use of “PROMCHECK” bits. The PROMCHECK bits
are configuration bits that are user-defined. The exact combination of PROMCHECK and
~PROMCHECK used to key the KILLZ bit should be unique for each location or unit. When you
configure Microlok II you will be prompted for values (1 or 0) for each PROMCHECK bit. These
values will be used in the KILLZ bit equation. If the wrong CPU containing the wrong
application program is somehow installed, the PROMCHECK bits will cause the KILLZ bit to be
set.

The KILLZ bit is a timer bit that directly controls the KILL bit. The KILL bit is the actual system
bit that will shut-down the unit if it ever becomes true. The KILLZ bit is typically made slow pick
so that the unit has a chance to read inputs before setting the KILL bit.

There are other possible methods of ensuring that the wrong program cannot be plugged into a
unit; whatever method is chosen, it must be implemented via the application software.

ASSIGN KILLZ TO KILL;

// POWER OFF CIRCUITS

ASSIGN ~POTER + POSR TO POSR;

ASSIGN ~POSPR * POSR TO POTER;

ASSIGN (POSR * POTER) + POSPR TO POSPR;

// MASTER LEVER CIRCUITS

ASSIGN L_AUTO * ~1EFTER * ~2WFTER * 2WNFPR * 2ENFPR * 1WNFPR * 1ENFPR *
1NWCR * 3NWCR * (~L_1WRR + L_1WRSR) * ~L_2WRR * ~L_1ERR *
(~L_2ERR + L_2ERSR) TO AUPR;

// TRACK REPEATERS

ASSIGN 1TP TO 1TPS;

ASSIGN 3TP TO 3TPS;

ASSIGN OUT_SLOT5.1WAT.NORMAL TO 1WAT;
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ASSIGN OUT_SLOT5.1EAT.NORMAL TO 1EAT;

ASSIGN OUT_SLOT6.2EAT.NORMAL TO 2EAT;

ASSIGN OUT_SLOT6.2WAT.NORMAL TO 2WAT;

// SWITCH CONTROL

ASSIGN (L_1NLP * ~L_1RLP * 1.3LSR) + (~1RWZR * 1NWZR) TO 1NWZR;

ASSIGN (L_1RLP * ~L_1NLP * ~L_3RLP * 3NWPR * 1.3LSR) + (~1NWZR * 1RWZR) TO 1RWZR;

ASSIGN (L_3NLP * ~L_3RLP * 1.3LSR) + (~3RWZR * 3NWZR) TO 3NWZR;

ASSIGN (L_3RLP * ~L_3NLP * ~L_1RLP * 1NWPR * 1.3LSR) + (~3NWZR * 3RWZR) TO 3RWZR;

// SWITCH CORRESPONDENCE

ASSIGN 1NWZR * ~1RWZR * 1NWPR * ~1RWPR TO 1NWCR;

ASSIGN 1RWZR * ~1NWZR * ~1NWPR * 1RWPR * 3NWPR TO 1RWCR;

ASSIGN 3NWZR * ~3RWZR * 3NWPR * ~3RWPR TO 3NWCR;

ASSIGN 3RWZR * ~3NWZR * ~3NWPR * 3RWPR * 1NWPR TO 3RWCR;

// SWITCH LOCK

ASSIGN 1ENVPR * 1WNVPR * 2ENVPR * 2WNVPR * 1EASR * 1WASR * 2EASR * 2WASR *
1TPS * 3TPS * (1.3LSR + (~L_1NLP * ~L_1RLP * ~L_3NLP * ~L_3RLP)) TO 1.3LSR;
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// APPROACH TRACK RELAYS

ASSIGN W_90.1T * 1EAT * (1EALTER + 1EALR) TO 1EALR;

ASSIGN E_106.1T * E_102.3T * 1WAT * (1WALTER + 1WALR) TO 1WALR;

ASSIGN W_90.3T * 2EAT * (2EALTER + 2EALR) TO 2EALR;

ASSIGN E_106.3T * E_102.5T * 2WAT * (2WALTER + 2WALR) TO 2WALR;

// APPROACH LOSS OF SHUNT (5 Sec. Slow Pick)

ASSIGN W_90.1T * 1EAT * ~1EALR TO 1EALTER;

ASSIGN E_106.1T * E_102.3T * 1WAT * ~1WALR TO 1WALTER;

ASSIGN W_90.3T * 2EAT * ~2EALR TO 2EALTER;

ASSIGN E_106.3T * E_102.5T * 2WAT * ~2WALR TO 2WALTER;

// APPROACH TIMERS

ASSIGN (~L_1ERR * 1ERGPR * ~1EASR) + (~L_1WRR * 1WRGPR * ~1WASR) TO 1E.1WTER;

ASSIGN (~L_2ERR * 2ERGPR * ~2EASR) + (~L_2WRR * 2WRGPR * ~2WASR) TO 2E.2WTER;

// APPROACH LOCKING

ASSIGN ~L_1ERR * 1ERGPR * (1EALR
+ ((~1WAT + 1RWCR) * (~3TPS + 1NWCR)) * ~1TPS * POSPR
+ 1E.1WTER + 1EASR) TO 1EASR;

ASSIGN ~L_1WRR * 1WRGPR * (1WALR
+ ((~1EAT + 3RWCR) * (~3TPS + 3NWCR)) * ~1TPS * POSPR
+ 1E.1WTER + 1WASR) TO 1WASR;

ASSIGN ~L_2ERR * 2ERGPR * (2EALR
+ ((~2WAT + 3RWCR) * (~1TPS + 3NWCR)) * ~3TPS * POSPR
+ 2E.2WTER + 2EASR) TO 2EASR;

ASSIGN ~L_2WRR * 2WRGPR * (2WALR
+ ((~2EAT + 1RWCR) * (~1TPS + 1NWCR)) * ~3TPS * POSPR
+ 2E.2WTER + 2WASR) TO 2WASR;
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// APPROACH AND CALL ON CIRCUITS

ASSIGN 1WRVPR * 1WVSR * 1WASR * 1NWCR * ~1E.1WCOTER * ~1E.1WTER *
~1.3LSR * 3NWCR * ~1EASR * ~1EVSR * L_1ERR * ~1E.1WCOSR *
1EHYR * 1NWCR * (1ENVPR * ~1ECSR + 1EAHSR) TO 1EAHSR;

ASSIGN 2WRVPR * 2WVSR * 2WASR * 3NWCR * ~2E.2WCOTER * ~2E.2WTER *
~1.3LSR * 1RWCR * ~1E.1WCOTER * ~1E.1WTER * ~1EASR *
~1EVSR * L_1ERR * ~1E.1WCOSR * 1EHYR * (1ENVPR * ~1ECSR + 1EBHSR) TO 1EBHSR;

ASSIGN ((1WRVPR * 1WVSR * 1WASR * 1NWCR) +
(2WRVPR * 2WVSR * 2WASR * ~2E.2WCOTER * ~2E.2WTER * 1RWCR)) *
~1E.1WCOTER * ~1E.1WTER * ~1.3LSR * 3NWCR *
~1EASR * ~1EVSR * L_1ERR * 1E.1WCOSR * ~1EBHSR * ~1EAHSR TO 1ECOR;

ASSIGN 1ERVPR * 1EVSR * 1EASR * 3NWCR * ~1E.1WCOTER * ~1E.1WTER *
~1.3LSR * 1NWCR * ~1WASR * ~1WVSR * L_1WRR * ~1E.1WCOSR *
1WHYR * 3NWCR * (1WNVPR * ~1WCSR + 1WAHSR) TO 1WAHSR;

ASSIGN 2ERVPR * 2EVSR * 2EASR * 1NWCR * ~2E.2WCOTER * ~2E.2WTER *
~1.3LSR * 3RWCR * ~1E.1WCOTER * ~1E.1WTER * ~1WASR *
~1WVSR * L_1WRR * ~1E.1WCOSR * 1WHYR * (1WNVPR * ~1WCSR + 1WBHSR) TO 1WBHSR;

ASSIGN ((1ERVPR * 1EVSR * 1EASR * 3NWCR) +
(2ERVPR * 2EVSR * 2EASR * ~2E.2WCOTER * ~2E.2WTER * 3RWCR)) *
~1E.1WCOTER * ~1E.1WTER * ~1.3LSR * 1NWCR *
~1WASR * ~1WVSR * L_1WRR * 1E.1WCOSR * ~1WBHSR * ~1WAHSR TO 1WCOR;

ASSIGN 2WRVPR * 2WVSR * 2WASR * 3NWCR * ~2E.2WCOTER * ~2E.2WTER *
~1.3LSR * 1NWCR * ~2EASR * ~2EVSR * L_2ERR * ~2E.2WCOSR *
2EHYR * 3NWCR * (2ENVPR * ~2ECSR + 2EAHSR) TO 2EAHSR;

ASSIGN 1WRVPR * 1WVSR * 1WASR * 1NWCR * ~1E.1WCOTER * ~1E.1WTER *
~1.3LSR * 3RWCR * ~2E.2WCOTER * ~2E.2WTER * ~2EASR *
~2EVSR * L_2ERR * ~2E.2WCOSR * 2EHYR * (2ENVPR * ~2ECSR + 2EBHSR) TO 2EBHSR;

ASSIGN ((2WRVPR * 2WVSR * 2WASR * 3NWCR) +
(1WRVPR * 1WVSR * 1WASR * ~1E.1WCOTER * ~1E.1WTER * 3RWCR)) *
~2E.2WCOTER * ~2E.2WTER * ~1.3LSR * 1NWCR *
~2EASR * ~2EVSR * L_2ERR * 2E.2WCOSR * ~2EBHSR * ~2EAHSR TO 2ECOR;

ASSIGN 2ERVPR * 2EVSR * 2EASR * 1NWCR * ~2E.2WCOTER * ~2E.2WTER *
~1.3LSR * 3NWCR * ~2WASR * ~2WVSR * L_2WRR * ~2E.2WCOSR *
2WHYR * 1NWCR * (2WNVPR * ~2WCSR + 2WAHSR) TO 2WAHSR;

ASSIGN 1ERVPR * 1EVSR * 1EASR * 3NWCR * ~1E.1WCOTER * ~1E.1WTER *
~1.3LSR * 1RWCR * ~2E.2WCOTER * ~2E.2WTER * ~2WASR *
~2WVSR * L_2WRR * ~2E.2WCOSR * 2WHYR * (2WNVPR * ~2WCSR + 2WBHSR) TO 2WBHSR;

ASSIGN ((2ERVPR * 2EVSR * 2EASR * 1NWCR) +
(1ERVPR * 1EVSR * 1EASR * ~1E.1WCOTER * ~1E.1WTER * 1RWCR)) *
~2E.2WCOTER * ~2E.2WTER * ~1.3LSR * 3NWCR *
~2WASR * ~2WVSR * L_2WRR * 2E.2WCOSR * ~2WBHSR * ~2WAHSR TO 2WCOR;
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// SLOTTING AND CALL ON STICK

ASSIGN ((1WAT * 1ERFPR * ~L_1WRR * 1NWCR) +
(2WAT * 2ENFPR * ~L_2WRR * 3TPS * ~1NWCR)) * 1TPS * 3NWCR * L_1ERR TO 1EHYR;

ASSIGN ((1EAT * 1WNFPR * ~L_1ERR * 3NWCR) +
(2EAT * 2WRFPR * ~L_2ERR * 3TPS * ~3NWCR)) * 1TPS * 1NWCR * L_1WRR TO 1WHYR;

ASSIGN ((2WAT * 2ENFPR * ~L_2WRR * 3NWCR) +
(1WAT * 1ERFPR * ~L_1WRR * 1TPS * ~3NWCR)) * 3TPS * 1NWCR * L_2ERR TO 2EHYR;

ASSIGN ((2EAT * 2WRFPR * ~L_2ERR * 1NWCR) +
(1EAT * 1WNFPR * ~L_1ERR * 1TPS * ~1NWCR)) * 3TPS * 3NWCR * L_2WRR TO 2WHYR;

ASSIGN ((L_1ERR * ~2WAT * ((1ECOR * 1ERVPR) + (~1EHYR * ~1ERVPR)) * ~L_1WRR) +
(~L_1ERR * ~1WAT * ((1WCOR * 1WRVPR) + (~1WHYR * ~1WRVPR)) * L_1WRR)) *
AUPR * ~1E.1WCOSR TO 1E.1WCOTER;

ASSIGN (L_1ERR * ~2WAT * (1ECOR * 1ERVPR + ~1EHYR * ~1ERVPR) * ~L_1WRR +
~L_1ERR * ~1WAT * (1WCOR * 1WRVPR + ~1WHYR * ~1WRVPR) * L_1WRR) *
(AUPR * 1E.1WCOTER + ~AUPR * (L_REM * L_1E.1WCOPB +
L_LOC * (L_1ERR * L_1ECOPBP + L_1WRR * L_1WCOPBP)) + 1E.1WCOSR)

TO 1E.1WCOSR;

ASSIGN ((L_2ERR * ~2EAT * ((2ECOR * 2ERVPR) + (~2EHYR * ~2ERVPR)) * ~L_2WRR) +
(~L_2ERR * ~1EAT * ((2WCOR * 2WRVPR) + (~2WHYR * ~2WRVPR)) * L_2WRR)) *
AUPR * ~2E.2WCOSR TO 2E.2WCOTER;

ASSIGN (L_2ERR * ~2EAT * (2ECOR * 2ERVPR + ~2EHYR * ~2ERVPR) * ~L_2WRR +
~L_2ERR * ~1EAT * (2WCOR *2WRVPR + ~2WHYR * ~2WRVPR) * L_2WRR) *
(AUPR * 2E.2WCOTER + ~AUPR * (L_REM * L_2E.2WCOPB +
L_LOC * (L_2WRR * L_2WCOPBP + L_2ERR * L_2ECOPBP)) + 2E.2WCOSR) TO 2E.2WCOSR;

// TRIP CONTROL

ASSIGN (3NWCR * L_1WRR) + (1RWCR * L_2WRR) +
((1RWCR * ~3TPS + ~1TPS) * 1EVSR) TO 1EVSR;

ASSIGN (1NWCR * L_1ERR) + (3RWCR * L_2ERR) +
((3RWCR * ~3TPS + ~1TPS) * 1WVSR) TO 1WVSR;

ASSIGN (1NWCR * L_2WRR) + (3RWCR * L_1WRR) +
((3RWCR * ~1TPS + ~3TPS) * 2EVSR) TO 2EVSR;

ASSIGN (3NWCR * L_2ERR) + (1RWCR * L_1ERR) +
((1RWCR * ~1TPS + ~3TPS) * 2WVSR) TO 2WVSR;
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// TRIP RELAYS

ASSIGN 1EAHSR + 1EBHSR + 1EVSR + (~1EAT * ((1ECOR * (L_1EVPBP + 1ERVPR)) +
(~1TPS * 1ERVPR))) TO 1EV;

ASSIGN 1WAHSR + 1WBHSR + 1WVSR + (~1WAT * ((1WCOR * (L_1WVPBP + 1WRVPR)) +
(~1TPS * 1WRVPR))) TO 1WV;

ASSIGN 2EAHSR + 2EBHSR + 2EVSR + (~2EAT * ((2ECOR * (L_2EVPBP + 2ERVPR)) +
(~3TPS * 2ERVPR))) TO 2EV;

ASSIGN 2WAHSR + 2WBHSR + 2WVSR + (~2WAT * ((2WCOR * (L_2WVPBP + 2WRVPR)) +
(~3TPS * 2WRVPR))) TO 2WV;

// CAB SIGNAL CIRCUITS

ASSIGN (1NWCR * 1WAT + 1RWCR * 2WAT) *
((1EAHSR + 1EBHSR) * 1ERVPR +
(~1TPS + (1RWCR * ~3TPS)) * 1ECSR) TO 1ECSR;

ASSIGN (3NWCR * 1EAT + 3RWCR * 2EAT) *
((1WAHSR + 1WBHSR) * 1WRVPR +
(~1TPS + (3RWCR * ~3TPS)) * 1WCSR) TO 1WCSR;

ASSIGN (3NWCR * 2WAT + 3RWCR * 1WAT) *
((2EAHSR + 2EBHSR) * 2ERVPR +
(~3TPS + (3RWCR * ~1TPS)) * 2ECSR) TO 2ECSR;

ASSIGN (1NWCR * 2EAT + 1RWCR * 1EAT) *
((2WAHSR + 2WBHSR) * 2WRVPR +
(~3TPS + (3RWCR * ~1TPS)) * 2WCSR) TO 2WCSR;

// SIGNAL LIGHTING

ASSIGN ~1EAGE * 1EAGP + ~1EAYE * 1EAYP + ~1EBGE * 1EBGP + ~1EBYE * 1EBYP TO 1EMC;

ASSIGN ~2WAGE * 2WAGP + ~2WAYE * 2WAYP + ~2WBGE * 2WBGP + ~2WBYE *
2WBYP

TO 2WMC;

ASSIGN ~1EMC TO 1EAE,
1EBE;

ASSIGN ~2WMC TO 2WAE,
2WBE;

NV.ASSIGN 1ERVPR * 1EAHSR * 1WAT.IN.E * ~1EBLO TO 1EAYE;

NV.ASSIGN 1ERVPR * 1EAHSR * 1WAT.IN.G * ~1EBLO TO 1EAGE;

NV.ASSIGN 1ERVPR * 1EBHSR * 2WAT.IN.E * ~1EALO TO 1EBYE;

NV.ASSIGN 1ERVPR * 1EBHSR * 2WAT.IN.G * ~1EALO TO 1EBGE;

NV.ASSIGN 2WRVPR * 2WAHSR * 2EAT.IN.E * ~2WBLO TO 2WAYE;
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NV.ASSIGN 2WRVPR * 2WAHSR * 2EAT.IN.G * ~2WBLO TO 2WAGE;

NV.ASSIGN 2WRVPR * 2WBHSR * 1EAT.IN.E * ~2WALO TO 2WBYE;

NV.ASSIGN 2WRVPR * 2WBHSR * 1EAT.IN.G * ~2WALO TO 2WBGE;

ASSIGN (~1WAGE * ~1WAYE) + (1WAYE * 1WAYLO) TO 1WARE;

ASSIGN (1WRVPR * 1WAHSR * 1EAT.IN.E * ~1WBRLO) + (1WAGE * 1WAGLO) TO 1WAYE;

ASSIGN 1WRVPR * 1WAHSR * 1EAT.IN.G * ~1WBRLO TO 1WAGE;

ASSIGN ~1WBGE * ~1WBYE TO 1WBRE;

ASSIGN (1WRVPR * 1WBHSR * 2EAT.IN.E * ~1WARLO) + (1WBGE * 1WBGLO) TO 1WBYE;

ASSIGN 1WRVPR * 1WBHSR * 2EAT.IN.G * ~1WARLO TO 1WBGE;

ASSIGN (~2EAGE * ~2EAYE) + (2EAYE * 2EAYLO) TO 2EARE;

ASSIGN 2ERVPR * 2EAHSR * 2WAT.IN.E * ~2EBRLO + 2EAGE * 2EAGLO TO 2EAYE;

ASSIGN 2ERVPR * 2EAHSR * 2WAT.IN.G * ~2EBRLO TO 2EAGE;

ASSIGN ~2EBGE * ~2EBYE TO 2EBRE;

ASSIGN 2ERVPR * 2EBHSR * 1WAT.IN.E * ~2EARLO + 2EBGE * 2EBGLO TO 2EBYE;

ASSIGN 2ERVPR * 2EBHSR * 1WAT.IN.G * ~2EARLO TO 2EBGE;

// SIGNAL REPEATERS

ASSIGN ~1EAHSR * ~1EBHSR * ~1ECOR * 1EARP * 1EBRP TO 1ERGPR;

ASSIGN ~1WAHSR * ~1WBHSR * ~1WCOR TO 1WRGPR;

ASSIGN ~2EAHSR * ~2EBHSR * ~2ECOR TO 2ERGPR;

ASSIGN ~2WAHSR * ~2WBHSR * ~2WCOR * 2WARP * 2WBRP TO 2WRGPR;

// MICROTRAX CODE OUT

ASSIGN 1RLPR TO OUT_SLOT5.1WAT.TDOUT;

ASSIGN ~OUT_SLOT5.1WAT.TDOUT * ~1WAT.OUT.E * ~1WAT.OUT.F *
~1WAT.OUT.G TO 1WAT.OUT.D;

ASSIGN 1WRGPR TO 1WAT.OUT.E;

ASSIGN (1WBGE * ~1WBGLO + 1WBYE * ~1WBYLO) * 1WARE * ~1WARLO TO 1WAT.OUT.F;

ASSIGN (1WAGE * ~1WAGLO + 1WAYE * ~1WAYLO) * 1WBRE * ~1WBRLO TO 1WAT.OUT.G;
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ASSIGN 1NLPR TO OUT_SLOT5.1EAT.TDOUT;

ASSIGN ~OUT_SLOT5.1EAT.TDOUT * ~1EAT.OUT.E * ~1EAT.OUT.F *
~1EAT.OUT.G TO 1EAT.OUT.D;

ASSIGN 1ERGPR TO 1EAT.OUT.E;

ASSIGN (1EAGE * 1EAGP + 1EAYE * 1EAYP) * ~1EALO * 1EBRP * ~1EBLO TO 1EAT.OUT.F;

ASSIGN (1EBGE * 1EBGP + 1EBYE * 1EBYP) * ~1EBLO * 1EARP * ~1EALO TO 1EAT.OUT.G;

ASSIGN 2RLPR TO OUT_SLOT6.2EAT.TDOUT;

ASSIGN ~OUT_SLOT6.2EAT.TDOUT * ~2EAT.OUT.E * ~2EAT.OUT.F *
~2EAT.OUT.G TO 2EAT.OUT.D;

ASSIGN 2ERGPR TO 2EAT.OUT.E;

ASSIGN (2EBGE * ~2EBGLO + 2EBYE * ~2EBYLO) * 2EARE * ~2EARLO TO 2EAT.OUT.F;

ASSIGN (2EAGE * ~2EAGLO + 2EAYE * ~2EAYLO) * 2EBRE * ~2EBRLO TO 2EAT.OUT.G;

ASSIGN 2NLPR TO OUT_SLOT6.2WAT.TDOUT;

ASSIGN ~OUT_SLOT6.2WAT.TDOUT * ~2WAT.OUT.E * ~2WAT.OUT.F *
~2WAT.OUT.G TO 2WAT.OUT.D;

ASSIGN 2WRGPR TO 2WAT.OUT.E;

ASSIGN (2WAGE * 2WAGP + 2WAYE * 2WAYP) * ~2WALO * 2WBRP *
~2WBLO

TO 2WAT.OUT.F;

ASSIGN (2WBGE * 2WBGP + 2WBYE * 2WBYP) * ~2WBLO * 2WARP *
~2WALO

TO 2WAT.OUT.G;

// EAST TRAFFIC LOCKING

ASSIGN ~AUPR * (1NWCR * L_1ERR + 3RWCR * L_2ERR) TO 1RLPR;

ASSIGN AUPR + ~AUPR * (1RWCR * L_1ERR + 3NWCR * L_2ERR) TO 2NLPR;

ASSIGN ~1RLPR * (1ETYBR + 1EFTER) * 1NLPR TO 1EWFZR;

ASSIGN 1RLPR * (1ETYBR + 1EFTER) * ~1NLPR * ~AUPR TO 1EEFZR;

ASSIGN ~2RLPR * (2ETYBR + 2WFTER) * 2NLPR TO 2EEFZR;

ASSIGN 2RLPR * (2ETYBR + 2WFTER) * ~2NLPR * ~AUPR TO 2EWFZR;

ASSIGN 1COESR * 1EFNR * ~1EFTER * ~1ERFPR * ~1WRFPR *
1WFNR TO 1ENFPR;

ASSIGN 1COWSR * 1WFRR * ~1WNFPR * ~1ENFPR * ~1EFTER *
1EFRR TO 1ERFPR;
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ASSIGN 2COESR * 2EFRR * ~2ENFPR * ~2WNFPR * ~2WFTER *
2WFRR TO 2ERFPR;

ASSIGN 2COWSR * 2WFNR * ~2WFTER * ~2WRFPR *
~2ERFPR * 2EFNR TO 2ENFPR;

ASSIGN ~AUPR * (L_1WFEMPBP * 1NLPR + 1WFNR) *
(1RLPR * L_1EFEMPBP + 1EFRR) * ~AUPR * ~1ETYBR TO 1EFTER;

// WEST TRAFFIC LOCKING

ASSIGN AUPR + ~AUPR * (3NWCR * L_1WRR + 1RWCR * L_2WRR) TO 1NLPR;

ASSIGN ~AUPR * (1NWCR * L_2WRR + 3RWCR * L_1WRR) TO 2RLPR;

ASSIGN ~1RLPR * (1WTYBR + 1EFTER) * 1NLPR TO 1WWFZR;

ASSIGN 1RLPR * (1WTYBR + 1EFTER) * ~1NLPR * ~AUPR TO 1WEFZR;

ASSIGN 2NLPR * (2WTYBR + 2WFTER) * ~2RLPR TO 2WEFZR;

ASSIGN ~AUPR * ~2NLPR * (2WTYBR + 2WFTER) * 2RLPR TO 2WWFZR;

ASSIGN 1COESR * 1EFNR * ~1EFTER * ~1ERFPR *
~1WRFPR * 1WFNR TO 1WNFPR;

ASSIGN 1COWSR * 1WFRR * ~1WNFPR * ~1ENFPR * ~1EFTER *
1EFRR TO 1WRFPR;

ASSIGN 2COESR * 2EFRR * ~2ENFPR * ~2WNFPR * ~2WFTER *
2WFRR TO 2WRFPR;

ASSIGN 2COWSR * 2WFNR * ~2WFTER * ~2WRFPR *
~2ERFPR * 2EFNR TO 2WNFPR;

ASSIGN ~AUPR * (L_2EFEMPBP * 2NLPR + 2EFNR) *
(2RLPR * L_2WFEMPBP + 2WFRR) * ~AUPR * ~2WTYBR TO 2WFTER;
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// TRAFFIC LINE REPEATERS

ASSIGN 1EALR * (3TPS + 1NWCR) * (1TPS + 3RWCR) TO 1WTYBR;

ASSIGN (3TPS + 1RWCR) * (1TPS + 3NWCR) * 2EALR TO 2WTYBR;

ASSIGN (1TPS + 1RWCR) * (3TPS + 3NWCR) * 1WALR TO 1ETYBR;

ASSIGN 2WALR * (1TPS + 1NWCR) * (3TPS + 3RWCR) TO 2ETYBR;

ASSIGN (~1ECOR + 1ENVPR + 1RWCR) * (~2ECOR + 2ENVPR + 3NWCR) *
(1ETYBR + ~1ETYBR * ~POSPR + 1COESR) TO 1COESR;

ASSIGN (~1ECOR + 1ENVPR + 1NWCR) * (~2ECOR + 2ENVPR + 3RWCR) *
(2ETYBR + ~2ETYBR * ~POSPR + 2COESR) TO 2COESR;

ASSIGN (~1WCOR + 1WNVPR + 3RWCR) * (~2WCOR + 2WNVPR + 1NWCR) *
(1WTYBR + ~1WTYBR * ~POSPR + 1COWSR) TO 1COWSR;

ASSIGN (~1WCOR + 1WNVPR + 3NWCR) * (~2WCOR + 2WNVPR + 1RWCR) *
(2WTYBR + ~2WTYBR * ~POSPR + 2COWSR) TO 2COWSR;

ASSIGN 1COESR TO HT_1COESR;

ASSIGN 1EFNR TO HT_1EFNR;

ASSIGN 1EFRR TO HT_1EFRR;

ASSIGN 1EFTER TO HT_1EFTER;

ASSIGN 1ENFPR TO HT_1ENFPR;

ASSIGN 1ERFPR TO HT_1ERFPR;

ASSIGN 1ETYBR TO HT_1ETYBR;

ASSIGN AUPR TO HT_AUPR;

ASSIGN L_1EFEMPBP TO HT_1EFEMPB;

ASSIGN 1RLPR TO HT_1RLPR;

ASSIGN 2COESR TO HT_2COESR;

ASSIGN 2EFNR TO HT_2EFNR;

ASSIGN 2EFRR TO HT_2EFRR;

ASSIGN 2ERFPR TO HT_2ERFPR;

ASSIGN 2ENFPR TO HT_2ENFPR;

ASSIGN L_2EFEMPBP TO HT_2EFEMPB;
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ASSIGN 2NLPR TO HT_2NLPR;

ASSIGN 1COWSR TO HT_1COWSR;

ASSIGN 1WFNR TO HT_1WFNR;

ASSIGN 1WFRR TO HT_1WFRR;

ASSIGN 2WFTER TO HT_2WFTER;

ASSIGN 1WNFPR TO HT_1WNFPR;

ASSIGN 1WRFPR TO HT_1WRFPR;

ASSIGN 2WTYBR TO HT_2WTYBR;

ASSIGN AUPR TO HT_AUPRP;

ASSIGN L_2WFEMPBP TO HT_2WFEMPB;

ASSIGN 2RLPR TO HT_2RLPR;

ASSIGN 2COWSR TO HT_2COWSR;

ASSIGN 2WFNR TO HT_2WFNR;

ASSIGN 2WFRR TO HT_2WFRR;

ASSIGN 2WRFPR TO HT_2WRFPR;

ASSIGN 2WNFPR TO HT_2WNFPR;

ASSIGN L_1WFEMPBP TO HT_1WFEMPB;

ASSIGN 1NLPR TO HT_1NLPR;

// REPEATERS TO GENISYS

NV.ASSIGN AUPR TO L_AUPR;

NV.ASSIGN 1NWCR TO L_1NWCR;

NV.ASSIGN 1RWCR TO L_1RWCR;

NV.ASSIGN 3NWCR TO L_3NWCR;

NV.ASSIGN 3RWCR TO L_3RWCR;

NV.ASSIGN 1NWZR TO L_1NWZR;

NV.ASSIGN 1RWZR TO L_1RWZR;

NV.ASSIGN 3NWZR TO L_3NWZR;
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NV.ASSIGN 3RWZR TO L_3RWZR;

NV.ASSIGN 1NWPR TO L_1NWPR;

NV.ASSIGN 1RWPR TO L_1RWPR;

NV.ASSIGN 3NWPR TO L_3NWPR;

NV.ASSIGN 3RWPR TO L_3RWPR;

NV.ASSIGN 1.3LSR TO L_1.3LSR;

NV.ASSIGN 1ERGPR TO L_1ERGPR;

NV.ASSIGN 1WRGPR TO L_1WRGPR;

NV.ASSIGN 2ERGPR TO L_2ERGPR;

NV.ASSIGN 2WRGPR TO L_2WRGPR;

NV.ASSIGN 1ENVPR TO L_1ENVPR;

NV.ASSIGN 1WNVPR TO L_1WNVPR;

NV.ASSIGN 2ENVPR TO L_2ENVPR;

NV.ASSIGN 2WNVPR TO L_2WNVPR;

NV.ASSIGN 1ERVPR TO L_1ERVPR;

NV.ASSIGN 1WRVPR TO L_1WRVPR;

NV.ASSIGN 2ERVPR TO L_2ERVPR;

NV.ASSIGN 2WRVPR TO L_2WRVPR;

NV.ASSIGN 1EASR TO L_1EASR;

NV.ASSIGN 1WASR TO L_1WASR;

NV.ASSIGN 2EASR TO L_2EASR;

NV.ASSIGN 2WASR TO L_2WASR;

NV.ASSIGN 1TPS TO L_1TPSR;

NV.ASSIGN 3TPS TO L_3TPSR;

NV.ASSIGN 1EAT TO L_1EAT;

NV.ASSIGN 1WAT TO L_1WAT;

NV.ASSIGN 2EAT TO L_2EAT;

NV.ASSIGN 2WAT TO L_2WAT;

NV.ASSIGN W_90.1T TO L_90.1T;
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NV.ASSIGN W_90.3T TO L_90.3T;

NV.ASSIGN E_102.3T TO L_102.3T;

NV.ASSIGN E_102.5T TO L_102.5T;

NV.ASSIGN E_106.1T TO L_106.1T;

NV.ASSIGN E_106.3T TO L_106.3T;

NV.ASSIGN 1EVSR TO L_1EVSR;

NV.ASSIGN 1WVSR TO L_1WVSR;

NV.ASSIGN 2EVSR TO L_2EVSR;

NV.ASSIGN 2WVSR TO L_2WVSR;

NV.ASSIGN 1WNFPR TO L_1WWFK;

NV.ASSIGN 1WRFPR TO L_1WEFK;

NV.ASSIGN 1ENFPR TO L_1EWFK;

NV.ASSIGN 1ERFPR TO L_1EEFK;

NV.ASSIGN 2WRFPR TO L_2WWFK;

NV.ASSIGN 2WNFPR TO L_2WEFK;

NV.ASSIGN 2ERFPR TO L_2EWFK;

NV.ASSIGN 2ENFPR TO L_2EEFK;

NV.ASSIGN 1WTYBR * (1WRFPR + 1WNFPR) TO L_1WLTK;

NV.ASSIGN 1ETYBR * (1ERFPR + 1ENFPR) TO L_1ELTK;

NV.ASSIGN 2WTYBR * (2WRFPR + 2WNFPR) TO L_2WLTK;

NV.ASSIGN 2ETYBR * (2ERFPR + 2ENFPR) TO L_2ELTK;

NV.ASSIGN 1WALR TO L_1WALR;

NV.ASSIGN 2EALR TO L_2EALR;

NV.ASSIGN 1E.1WCOSR TO L_1E.1WCOSR;

NV.ASSIGN 2E.2WCOSR TO L_2E.2WCOSR;

END LOGIC

/*
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LOOK UP TABLES

Look up tables provide a means by which boolean input conditions can yield one or more output
values. If used, tables must be specified after the boolean logic section of the application. A look
up table is defined as follows.

1) "TABLES BEGIN" begins table definition. Up to 50 tables can be defined within one
application.

2) A table number that uniquely identifies the table being defined follows the "TABLE"
reserved word.

3) Reserved word "TRIGGERS ON" is followed by a bit list. The table will only be
evaluated when a bit in the trigger bit list changes state. Any bit omitted from the
trigger list will result in the logic not being processed regardless of the use of the bit in
the table logic. The trigger bit list must be between 1 and 48 bits in length.

4) The "STALE AFTER" parameter specifies the maximum length of time the table can
exist without being evaluated. If this stale time is exceeded the unit will time-out and
enter a critical mode which will reset the unit.

a.) Units for STALE AFTER parameter follow the same rules as timer definitions.
b.) A value of 0 will override the time-out feature.

5) The bit list following the reserved word "INPUTS:" contains all bits used to evaluate
the table outputs. A maximum of 48 inputs can be defined for each table.

6) The bit list following the reserved word "OUTPUTS:" contains all bits that result from
the table evaluation. A maximum of 48 outputs can be defined for each table.

7) "STATE" conditions are searched and compared to the values of the "INPUTS". When
a match is found, “OUTPUTS” are set/cleared according to the "YIELD" statements.

a.) A question mark (?) in the “STATE” portion is evaluated as "don’t care". For
example an input marked with a “?” can either be 1 or 0 and it will not effect the yield.

b.) A question mark (?) in the “YIELD” is evaluated as "don’t change". For example an
output marked as a “? will remain in the same state as it existed in before.

8) Each table is terminated with the “END TABLE” reserved word.

9) The table section of the application is terminated with the “END TABLES” reserved
word.

Tables are evaluated from top to bottom until the first match between inputs and state is
encountered. Note that "don’t care" states could prevent later table entries from being evaluated.

If no matches are found in the table the unit will enter a critical error state which forces Microlok II
into reset. An "UNDEFINED STATE" can be entered as the last entry in the table to suppress this
critical error. Warning an undefined state can cover up a potentially dangerous condition and
should be used with extreme caution.
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Example Lookup Table

1T 2T 3T 4T

0MPH 15MPH 25MPH 35MPH 55MPH

*/
TABLES BEGIN
TABLE 1 TRIGGERS ON 1T, 2T, 3T, 4T AND STALE AFTER 0: SEC;

INPUTS: 1T, 2T, 3T, 4T OUTPUTS: 0MPH, 15MPH, 25MPH, 35MPH, 55MPH;

STATE: 0, ?, ?, ? YIELDS: 1, 0, 0, 0, 0;
STATE: 1, 0, ?, ? YIELDS: 0, 1, 0, 0, 0;
STATE: 1, 1, 0, ? YIELDS: 0, 0, 1, 0, 0;
STATE: 1, 1, 1, 0 YIELDS: 0, 0, 0, 1, 0;
STATE: 1, 1, 1, 1 YIELDS: 0, 0, 0, 0, 1;

UNDEFINED STATE YIELDS: 1, 0, 0, 0, 0;

END TABLE

END TABLES

/*
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NUMERIC AND LOGIC BLOCK FORMAT

The numeric section of the program is divided into blocks which one or more Boolean bits control
the execution of each block. The purpose of a block is to perform basic math functions on 32 bit
numbers. The logic will be processed, in one pass, from top to bottom, each time the block is
triggered. If used, the numeric logic section must be specified after the boolean logic section of
the application. A block is defined as follows.

1) "NUMERIC BEGIN" begins the numeric section of the application.

2) A block number that uniquely identifies the table being defined follows the "TABLE" reserved
word. Up to 75 blocks can be defined within one application.

3) Reserved word "TRIGGERS ON" is followed by a bit list. The table will only be evaluated when
a bit in the trigger bit list changes from a 0 to 1 state. The trigger bit list must be between 1
and 48 bits in length.

4) The "STALE AFTER" parameter specifies the maximum length of time the table can exist
without being evaluated. If this stale time is exceeded the unit will time-out and enter a critical
mode which will reset the unit.

a.) Units for STALE AFTER parameter follow the same rules as timer definitions
except the maximum setting of this time cannot exceed 10 minutes.

b.) A value of 0 will override the time-out feature.

5) The next section defined within the block is the logic statements. The five types of statements
that are valid within the numeric section are:

a) EVALUATE – Performs vital math functions on numeric variables. Statements can
only be performed within the NUMERIC section of the application. Available
operations in order of highest to lowest precedence are:

[ ] Array Index

SQRT Square Root

ABS Absolute Value

- Negation

*, /, % Multiply, Divide, Modulus

+, - Addition, Subtraction

b) NV.EVALUATE - Performs non-vital math functions on numeric variables.
Statements can only be performed within the NUMERIC section of the application.
Available operations and precedence are identical to the EVALUATE operators.

c) IF THEN ELSE – First performs a logical comparisons of a Boolean, Numeric, or
Mixed Boolean/Numeric expressions, this comparison yields a Boolean result.
When the result is true (1) the remaining body of the IF block is executed. When the
result is false (0) the optional ELSE body is executed. Each IF block must end with
an END IF statement. Nested IF statements are allowed to a depth of 10.

d) ASSIGN – Same rules and features as in Boolean section of the logic.

e) NV.ASSIGN - Same rules and features as in Boolean section of the logic.
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Within the numeric section all statements can contain both numeric variables and
boolean bits for operands (Mixed Expressions) however, the result must be a boolean
value.

6) Each numeric block is terminated with the “END BLOCK” reserved word.

7) The numeric section is terminated with the “END NUMERIC” reserved word.

Example Numeric Block

The following example will set a control bit (DIM_LIGHTS) between 8:00PM and 5:00AM

*/

NUMERIC BEGIN

BLOCK 1 TRIGGERS ON CHECK_CLOCK AND STALE AFTER 0:SEC;

// Disable automatic update of clock numerics by assigning (constant) 1 to system bit CLOCK.FREEZE.

ASSIGN ONE TO CLOCK.FREEZE;

// Compare Clock to 5:00 to 19:00 window

IF (CLOCK.HOUR >= 5 AND CLOCK.HOUR <= 19) THEN
ASSIGN ZERO TO DIM_LIGHTS;

ELSE
ASSIGN ONE TO DIM_LIGHTS;

END IF

// Enable update of predefined clock numerics by the system clock.

ASSIGN ZERO TO CLOCK.FREEZE;

END BLOCK

END NUMERIC

END PROGRAM
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